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uli�l:D�73.�44 ews . 
Friday, October 23, 1987 
. . . wm be ma;nly sunny, high in the 
middle or upper 50s. Friday night, 
increasing cloudiness, low in the upper 
30s or lower 40s. 
G hikes tuition 
6 per semester 
per semester tuition 
minus the roll-back 
'on asked for by student 
s, w a s  ap p r o v e d  
ously Thursday b y  the 
of Governors. 
vision to roll back the 
hike, should legislators 
more money to higher 
'on, was left off the BOG 
. Chancellor Thomas 
said the BOG "always 
e option" to look at 
board usually looks at 
r a tuition increase is 
in February after the 
Board of Higher 
tion makes its budget 
m e n da t i o n ,  w h i c h  
includes suggestions on 
n increases, Layzell 
proVIs1on was strongly 
by the non-voting 
t members from all five 
schools. An amendment 
ude a roll-back provision 
made by BOG member 
Althoff of McHenry, but 
feated 5-2. 
increase without a roll­
provision is "disturbing," 
Mike Riordan, BOG 
t representative from . 
at disturbs me is that in 
proposal, there is no 
provision for a roll-back . . . if 
and when the state comes 
through and realizes th� need 
for more money," Riordan· said. 
"I feel that what is available 
for faculty should also be 
available for students," he said. 
However, Layzell said this 
situation is different. An 
agreement with faculty was 
reached last month callirig for 
negotiations to be reopened 
should the state appropriate 
money specifically for staff 
salaries. 
The contract, between the 
BOG and members of 
University Professionals of 
Illinois, freezes faculty salaries 
at least years levels. It was 
approved last month. 
Riordan asked what effect a 
roll-back provision wol'.lld have 
on the state legislature. Layzell 
said it could hurt the chances 
for extra funding. 
"Some legislators woul(i see 
this as putting unfair pressure 
on them . . . when they feel 
most of their constituents do 
not want a tax increase," 
Layzell said. 
However, BOG member 
Robert Ruiz of Chicago said it 
is only-fair to point the finger 
at Gov. James Thompson and 
legislators for failing to 
support a tax increase to fund 
(See BOG, page 6A) 
What's-this? 
Gary Lugar, a sophomore speech com­
mun ications major, observes posters at the 
art department-sponsored art exhibit ion.  The 
TINA POSZICH I Staff photographer 
sale, which is in the Doudna Fine Arts Center 
lobby, displays more than 700 selections 
and ends Friday. 
gislators don't see education veto override 
legislators say the chances are 
for an overnde of Gov. James 
pson's cuts in higher education. 
of two o'clock today, I'd say 'no', I 
think the motion an override for 
education will pass," said Senate 
'ty Whip Jack Schaffer, R-Cary, 
esday. "The only justification for 
erride is that there is money 
ble, a:Qd right now, there isn't. 
convinced our state finances 
t handle an override." 
House of Repre�ntatives voted 
Wednesday to override Thomp­
budget veto and restore $62.5 
n in state aid for elementary and 
school education. But the chance 
an override supporting higher 
tion appear doubtful. 
a State Senator, I swore to 
uphold the constitution and the con­
stitution says we have to have a 
balanced budget," Schaffer said. "How 
can you have a balanced budget if there 
is no money there? It's hard to be 'rosy' 
optimistic about this." 
In Springfield Wednesday, Thomp­
son wrote a letter to state lawmakers 
urging them not to support the override 
for elementary and secondary 
education. 
"You should. know that a vote to 
override the fiscal vetoes without a 
concurrent vote to raise taxes will 
plunge the State of Illinois into a deficit 
in the midst of national economic 
uncertainty and would, in my opinion, 
be the single most irresponsible action I 
have seen taken in my 11 years as 
Governor," Thompson's letter said. 
The letter also said the state could 
not afford the override because without 
funds to finance it, and that since July, 
no economic event had occured that 
would lead people to believe the 
revenue forecast would improve during 
the course of the year. Also, the recent 
downturn in the stock market risks a 
dampening of consumer spending and 
corporate expansion, putting sales tax 
and income tax revenues at risk for the 
next two years. 
House Speaker Michael Madigan, D­
Chicago, disputes Thompson's claims. 
The same day Thompson released his 
letter, Madigan said he was going to 
support the veto ovveride for secondary 
and elmentary education with $200 
million resting in. the state treasury. 
Seventy members of the House agreed, 
and $62.5 million was restored to 
elementary and secondary education. 
"'If Mike Madigan said there is $200 
million in the treasury, - then he's 
probably right," State Treasurer Jerry 
Cosentino, a fellow Democrat, said 
Thursday. "Madigan doesn't give false 
statements. There probably is $200 
million in the treasury, but it's all a 
budget matter of what's already spoken 
for," Cosentino said. 
Cosentino said he personally sup­
ported the override for elementary and 
secondary education, as well as the 
override of higher education cuts. 
"I imagine the override for higher 
education is going to be a tough fight 
though because the Democrats only 
have a one-vote majority in the Senate. 
I don't agree with what --Governor 
. Thompson said and I hope legislators 
realize that education has to be a 
priority in the state," Cosentino said. 
Family continues search for mystery driver 
and culture 
rb le Ar t s  C e n t er 
rates fifth anniversary 
bri n g ing artwork to 
See the Verge 
. Louis Cardinals need 
more win to take 1 98 7 
d Series after beating 
innesota Twins 4-2. 
Seepage12A 
By CHRYSTAL PHILPOTT retrace Patrick's path the night 
City editor - he was killed. Wixom said he 
' Paul Wixom isn't satisfied wanted to look for someone, 
with not knowing what anyone who might have even 
happened to his brother seen his brother in the bars 
Patrick Wixom the night he that night. 
was killed in a jeep accident on Patrick was killed after the 
I-57. 1980 gray soft-top CJ7 jeep he 
So Wixom is out doing a little was riding in with a friend, 
footwork, talking to those who Robert Mitchell, rolled at about 
might have seen his brother 1:30 a.m. on Sept. 16. 
the night he was killed, trying A third unknown passenger 
to get a few answers. is believed to have been driving 
The 24-year-old Wixom came the jeep, but fled the scene 
down to Charleston Thursday after the accident. So far ef­
with his 25-year-old brother-in- forts by Illinois State Police to 
law Mike Scheidegger to _ locat�,-. ... 
failed. 
Mitchell, who has said he was 
intoxicated at the time of the 
accident, said he remembers 
little about the night, including 
any details or description of 
the mystery driver. 
Mitchell also said he and 
Patrick stopped at Mother's, 
506 Monroe Ave., and E.L. 
Krackers, 1405 Fourth St., for 
a few drinks on their way from 
Southern Illinois University in 
Carbondale to Champaign. 
It was there Wixom and 
Scheidegger returned Thur­
sdav lookin �for a few answers. 
"We're just trying to find out 
what happened. It's awfully 
frustrating not knowing what 
happened," Wixom said. 
In the end Wixom said he, 
like his father, just wants 
justice. He said he wants to see 
the mystery driver identified 
and punished for what he did. 
"I don't see how anybody could 
live with that (having been the 
driver who wrecked the jeep, 
killing Patrick)." 
Despite what the· unknown 
driver did, Wi'Com said his 
brother would have probably 
&e FA.MIL Y. a e 6A) 
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U.S. motors found on Iranian boats 
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Stocks resume fall after 2 days 
of recovering from record plunge 
NEW YORK (AP)-Stocks 
retreated anew in frantic trading 
Thursday after falling sharply in 
Europe, � reflecting persistent 
anxiety about financial markets 
calculation. Losing stocks 
swamped gainers by a 5-to-1 
margin on the New York ex­
change. 
week. 
Brokers also attributed p 
the early decline to a widesp 
migration into the bond 
WAUKEGAN-The leading U.S. outboard motor 
manufacturer is under _investigation for possible export 
violations after reports that armed Iranian speedboats are 
outfitted with U.S. products, federal and company officials 
said Thursday. 
''If the engines made it to Iran, they made it without our 
knowledge or without our condoning it," Outboard Marine 
Corp. spokesman Laurin Baker said from the company's 
suburban Chicago headquarters. "We do not make ship­
ments to Iran. We do not allow them to be re-directed to 
, left wobbly from the historic 
collapse earlier this week. 
The wild swing in prices came 
three days after the · stunning 
decline that erased 508 points 
from the Dow average and·more 
than a half-trillion dollars from 
U.S. stocks in Wall Street's worst 
crisis since the Crash of 1929. 
by panicky investors who w 
to put their money in a relati 
safe place. Bond prices jum 
Iran. 
� 
''We have a strong interest in any investigation which 
may reveal our products improperly have been sent to 
prohibited destinations," he said. 
House backs birth control ban veto 
The key Dow Jones average of 
30 industrial stocks careened 140 
points lower in early trading as 
sell orders swamped stock­
brokers. The index recouped half 
the loss, and then seesawed 
erratically at sharply lower 
levels. 
By close, the country's best­
known barometer of stock values 
settled at 1,950.43, down 77.42 
according to a preliminary 
Escalating hostllity m the 
Persian Gulf and rumors that the 
market might crash again played 
important roles in Thursday 
morning's frenzied stock selling, 
brokers said. Trading volume was 
heavy, though nowhere near the 
extremes reached earlier in the 
a result. 
"The market's extrem 
fragile," said Peter J. Da 
manager of the retail eq 
group at Shearson Le 
Brothers Inc. in New York." 
negative news causes it t.o b 
and people to sell out equi · 
There's so much tension 
nervousness, the confidence 
is very close to zero." SPRINGFIELD-Conservative forces in the Illinois House 
suffered a defeat Thursday when lawmakers backed Gov. 
James R. Thompson's veto of a ban on the prescription and 
distribution of contraceptives in public schools. · 
The·67-43 vote was four votes shy of the 71 needed to 
override the veto. 
Iranian missile attack injures 5 
The House also refused 66-43 to override Thompson's veto 
of the major anti-abortion bill of the spring session, a 
measure allowing physicians to refuse to take part in testing 
that could lead to an abortion. 
The proposed contraceptive ban would have affected 
health clinics at Chicago's Orr and DuSable high schools, 
where contraceptives are distributed, and at an East St. 
Louis high school clinic where contraceptives are 
prescribed. . 
Phyllis Schlafly's Eagle Forum �d the Roman Catholic 
Church backed the measure, but Thompson said he vetoed it 
because he .believed it improperly pre-empted local control 
"in this important and sensitive area." 
KUWAIT (AP)-An Iranian 
Silkworm missile hit Kuwait's 
off shore supertanker oil terminal 
Thursday, setting it afire and 
wounding several people, of­
ficials reported. None of the U.S.­
flagged tankers the Navy 
protects was in the area. 
It was the third Iranian missile 
attack in a week on the sheikdom 
nestled between Iraq and Saudi 
Arabia at the head of the Persian 
Gulf. 
The Kuwait News Agency 
Pl KAPPA 
ALPHA 
Little Sisters 
ll®�B_� 
"7.: TWIST 
"Presents" 
quoted_ officials as saying five 
people were wounded and one 
remained hospitalized. Shipping 
and diplomatic sources said 
casualties were low because no 
ships were loading at the Sea 
Island terminal nine miles off­
shore and fewer than the usual 
20 men were on duty. 
I r a n i an le a d e r s  h av e  
threatened retaliation for a U.S. 
Navy artillery attack Monday 
that destroyed two of Iran's 
offshore oil platforms. 
shelling responded to an 
missile attack last week that 
one of the reflagged Ku 
tankers near the she· 
coastal oil facilities. 
In Lebanon the pro­
group Islamic Jihad, which 
American and French h 
said "thousands" of s · 
bombers were ready for a 
on U.S. and European 
forces in the gulf. 
· 
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, i ff Filed Chicken., Congfatulate their 
1987.Pledge· Cf ass , , ,, OBSESSION I I I 
I 
I 
I 
FREE Small Pepsi 
w I $2.00 purchase 
FREE Medium Pepsi 
( these names were) 
. inadvertently left 
off yesterday's ad 
A Top 40 Dance Band 
w I $3.00 purchase or more 
During 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. shift only 
Good thru Sat. Oct. 24 Laurie Mueller 
from Champaign-six piece· group I 
I 
I Lynn Niccolai 
Anji Peterson 
-Love, IlKA 
Actives 
Fri. Oct. 23 9-1 16 oz. Drafts 
$1.50 No Cover 
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A PAIR AND A SPARE 
I TWO PAIRS of GLASSES I l CONTACTS and GLASSES ) 
TWO PAIRS of single-vision $119 glasses with clear lenses in the -normal power range, frames from • - . -
�Jorge, .fashionable-selection and - WITH-l!!XAM a professional eye exam. - 19 COMPLETE 
SAME DAY SERVICE ( in most cases for single-vision ) 
. CR-39. bifocals somewhat longer. 
Our standard daily·wear soft 
CONTACTS and a backup pair of 
single-vision GLASSES with-·clear -
- --:--lenses �n-the normal power range • .  
frames from a large, fashionable 
selection and a professional eye 
exam. 
9M East Lincoln 
Between tth and 1tth 
Campustown 
345-5100 
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I offenders penalized by license revocation 
a night of drinking, 
hind the wheel of a 
ot sound bad, but the 
ees can be a high 
y. 
· ately 90 percent of 
ted for DUI will lose 
se, said Gary Mack, 
ecretary for the 
of State's office. 
officer must have 
cause to stop a driver, 
it be for a broken tail 
ing the center line, 
g a complete stop or 
r kind of violation , 
llerb S t ei d i n ge r, 
n assistant police 
standardized field sobriety test 
to help the officer determine 
whether the driver is impaired. 
· The test can be administered 
several different ways, such as 
having the person count to 30 
while walking a straight line , 
Steidinger added. 
"The person is usually too 
impaired to count past 30," he 
added. 
After failing the sobriety 
test, the officer will ask the 
driver to take a breathalyzer 
test; however, Steidinger said 
the person must receive a 
traffic citation prior to taking 
the test. 
If the blood level is .1 or 
higher, the person is under the 
influence, is considered legally 
drunk in Illinois and charged 
with driving under the in­
fluence, he added. 
Mack said failing the 
breathalyzer automatically 
causes the driver to have 
his/her license suspended for 
three months. 
However, a six-month 
suspension will be issued if the 
driver refuses to take the test, 
he added. 
SteidingH said the driver is 
then given the opportunity to 
post bond or go to jail if he 
re f u s e s  o r  f a i l s  t h e  
brea thalyzer. 
The off enders are required to 
pay $300 cash bond or $100 
cash bond and their driver's 
license, Steidinger added. 
Mack said after receiving a 
DUI, a 45-day period is given 
until the person's license is 
suspended, and within the 45, 
days he has a right to request a 
judicial review hearing. 
If found guilty a person can 
lose his license for a minimum 
of one year, l\fack said . To get a 
revoked license back a person 
may file a petition. 
.. He said for first time of­
fenders the prosecutor may 
drop the criminal drunk 
driving charges, and the person 
will go through a suspension 
period where he may be fined 
and whatever else the state 
recommends. 
"There is an average of 100 
arrests (in Charleston) for DUis 
a year," Steidinger said. In 
1982, there were 101 arrests, 
1983-152, 1984-308, 1985-105 
and 1986-109, he added. 
If charged with a DUI, the 
person may have a hard time 
getting insurance, Mack said. 
State Farm Insurance Agent· 
Stan McMorris said, "State 
Farm will probably not renew 
their insurance." 
The offender is a nigh risk 
and "most insurance companies 
will probably cancel their 
insurance or not renew it," 
McMorris added. 
dents try to 'Beat the DUI' during program 
tern students tried to ''beat 
as part of Alocohol Awareness 
ursday in the University 
Deckelmann, a semor R.A. 
coin Hall and Jeff Thompson, 
te student working in the 
Office , got intoxicated in front 
10 students . They were then 
Id sobriety tests and a breath 
· ty Police Officer Ron Miller 
red the tests that consisted of 
ntal eye gaze test, walking a 
line, standing with one foot up 
· and counting for 30 seconds 
· g the eyes and touching the 
the index finger. 
ann, who had drank five 
ers in a 50 minute period, and 
n, who had drank five beers in 
tes, failed the horizontal eye 
but passed each of the other 
(the horizontal gare test) is 
the single best test there is." 
'd. 
hard to alter, Miller added. 
is done by passing a pen or 
er straight object back and 
front of a person's eyes. A 
rson's eyes won't move back 
as smooth as a sober person's 
""' 
KEVIN SMITH I Staff photographer 
University Police Officer Ron Miller administers the horizontal eye gaze test to 
graduate student Jeff Thomson, a participant in the "Beat the DUI" presentation 
Thursday at the University Union. 
eyes, he said adding that the in­
toxicated . person's eyes have a slight 
jerk to them. 
Miller has been trained to administer 
these field tests. He went through a 
five-day, 40 hour training session given 
by the Northwest Traffic Institute . 
He also participated in a 40 hour 
program in Springfeild . 
· 
Decklemann and Thompson were 
given the breath test which they also 
failed. 
"They would be taken down to the 
station if they would have been 
driving," Miller said . 
The breath instrument they used is 
new to the station this year, it. is a 
portable unit, said University Police 
Officer Kathy Cartwright. 
"We use this portable unit because 
the breathalyzer must be recaliberated 
every time it is moved and that is very 
expensive ." Cartwright said 
The program started with Susan 
Rice, of the Housing Office, asking the 
question ''how many of you have been 
in the car with someone who has been 
drinking0" Most people in the room 
raised their hand. 
"It's hard to make the judgement on 
whether to get into the car .ynth a. 
drunk person," Rice said. 
· · 
'We are not here to tell you nof to' 
drink and that alcohol is bad, we just 
want you to be responsible when it 
comes to drinking," Rice said. 
She then showed a videotape entitled 
"Reach Out." The tape was about a 
young coupl� who were hit by a van of 
drunk teenagers and the wife was 
killed . 
The song "Reach Out," sung 
throughout the tape, was dedicated to 
Joanna White who was killed by a 
drunk driver. 
y of Action' deemed successful by Student Senate 
LE PARDEE 
editor 
sday's lobby efforts in 
, "A Day of Action," is only· 
start according to Student 
Tim Taylor. 
said Thursday, "From the 
B point of view it (the lobby 
was successful. Eastern had 
lty and students than any 
·versity there." 
h the higher education 
was not a top priority at 
y's House of Representatives 
te sessions, Taylor said it is a 
or the next session. 
he thought Eastern inade a 
ression and the legislators he 
listened to what he had to say. 
few questions of their own. 
'' 
It went great. The 
announcer mentioned all 
the schools that were 
there and Eastern was the 
loudest. 
-Grahame Wilkin 
Student senator 
------'' 
"They do take you seriously and 
listen," he said, adding having the 
students and faculty there made a 
"positive impression ."  
Student Body President Deb Camren 
said Thursday she thought the lobbying 
efforts went very well. -�he added she 
has never seen so many people in 
Springfield before. 
"Our presence was known," she said, 
adding there were so many different 
groups th,ere, but higher education was 
well represented . "I think we made a 
difference ."  
However, when Eastern students and 
faculty got to Springfield , they found 
their plan of attack changed and 
weren't sure what to expect from one 
moment to the next. 
Despite the problem, Camren said it 
went well and she is looking forward to 
the next lobby trip . 
"We were known. We can't afford to 
hire professional lobbyists so we have 
to use our numbers," Camren said in 
reference to�· the approximately 100 
peopJe from. Eastern wh.o we�t to 
Springfield. 
Altho).lgh · student government 
members didn't have a ehance-to talk to 
as many legislators as they would have 
liked, they did.J)lake several phone calls 
and sent letters before they left. 
Camren said during the next couple 
- of weeks student government plans to 
send "out more letters to legislators 
stating concerns ·and how students 
stand on the issues. 
Student Senator Grahame Wilkin 
said , "It went great. The announcer 
mentioned all the schools that were 
there and Eastern was the loudest." 
Wilkin added there were M.Qple from 
Residence Hall Association there. 
e of a mad boyfriend highlights RHA hau·nted house 
f I can't have Lisa, no one will' theme keys advertising campaign 
to Live Lisa's 
," the story of a 
who murders his 
in the Thomas Hall 
t, is the theme for this 
Haunted· House , 
Hall Association 
Charyl Miller said in 
last night's meeting.  
"If I can't have Lisa no one 
will ," glares from a poster 
advertising the Haunted 
House , the poster was shown at 
the meeting by the Haunted 
House Committee. 
The story was developed by 
Rod Parker, Thomas Hall 
counselor, who also developed 
last year's program , and 
focuses on the murder of Lisa 
by the man she rejected. After 
he kills her he is chased 
through the basement by 
ghosts . 
RHA will be very busy 
ironing out final details over 
the weekend, according to 
RHA President Bob Gruszka. 
The Haunted House will be 
set up Monday and will ·go 
through a dry run to make sure 
everything is in order before its 
scheduled opening time, which 
is 7-10 p .m .  Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 
In other business, RHA 
Treasurer Dan Duhamell 
submitted the budget, pending 
approval by RHA members. 
The budget vote was tabled by 
Gruszka until  the next 
meeting, Nov. 5. 
Duhamell said the RHA 
Treasury balance as of Oct. 21 
was $2940.95. 
.( 
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Wqrds, practice 
of tailgat.e rule 
• • requJre review 
Student and faculty senators are pushing 
for a revision of Eastern's tailgating policy. 
However, if the policy· was properly practiced 
such an effort would be unnecessary. 
The new policy, as stated, encourages 
"small, private groups" to congregate by 
stipulating that only smail containers of beer 
Edltorlal be permitted. However, as the policy is im­
properly inf arced, it 
keeps small groups from participating by 
preventing- beer drinkers from bringing any 
containers smaller than a pony keg to the 
tailgating picnics. - · 
The policy states that no kegs·or containers 
designed to hold "multiple · servings' are 
permitted. A campus police spokesperson 
said, however, that only pony kegs should be 
brought to ta1lgat1ng parties-no more,. no 
less. 
This in effect, encourages large groups of 
tailgaters, rather than the small groups the 
policy says it is intended to attract. Imagine 
what would happen if a carload of people tried 
to polish off the 7 % gallons of beer in a 
quarter barrel. 
Since tailgating is limited to the three hours 
before kick-off, should four or fjve tailgaters 
want to drink beer they would be stuck with a 
real dilemma. The way the policy is improperly 
applied, they would have to consume more 
than 1 00 cups of beer, save some of it and 
drive home with a tapped keg or waste the 
leftovers. 
Instead of drawing people to Panther 
football games, the policy also divides friends 
in the way the drinking area is roped off. Such 
limiting regulations encourage students to 
stay home to socialize before games. Like 
city tavern ordinances, the university's policy 
should allow minors to step into the drinking 
area, but not indulge. 
With a more open tailgating policy at 
Eastern, Campus Police patrols could also 
supervise the area, reducing the number of 
minors served alcohol. This would also bring 
students to a more structured environment 
than a home tailgate party. Home tailgate 
parties are more likely to put drunks on the 
street en route to Panther games. 
College students should not be effectually 
kept from each other during what is intended 
to be a social gathering. Nor should small 
groups of people be left with the narrow 
options of bringing large amounts of beer to 
tailgating festivities or none at all. 
Helms' amendment,_inspired bigotry 
The beauty of a man like Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., 
is that he doesn't subscribe to the easy-going bigotry 
that seems to permeate much of southern thinking. 
There's simply nothing laid back about the man's 
ideology -he's truly inspired. 
Take for instance, the homophobic amendment he 
proposed Wednesday to a Labor, Health and Human 
Services and Education appropriations bill. The bill 
allotted $3 1 0  million for AIDS education efforts 
overseen by the Centers for Disease Control. 
Originally, Helms' amendment would have kept all 
CDC money from being used for materials that 
promote, encourage or condone homosexuality as well 
as illegal drug use or any sexual activity outside of 
marriage. 
Helms toned down the amendment after catching 
flack from other senators. The measure the Senate 
finally passed by a 94-2 margin stated that any 
federally financed educational materials about AIDS 
must stress sexual abstinence and cannot promote or 
encourage homosexuality or intravenous drug use. 
But as Sen. Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., pointed out, 
the toned-down amendment wasn't much of an im­
provement. CDC workers could still use their jobs and 
organizations could still risk losing their grants if they 
so much as suggest using clean needles or condoms 
to protect people against AIDS. 
That probably sounds just ducky to the Jesse 
Helmses of this world, but it won't do much to promote 
Cross view: 
University of Texas at 
AIDS education. It is exactly those two cat 
people-gay men and intravenous drug· use 
AIDS education will have to reach in order 
fective. 
For example, the preliminary results from 
blood testing program in San Francisco in 
spread of AIDS among gay men in the bay 
dropped radically since 1 98 1 . Much of the 
that drop can be chalked up to programs 
heightened awareness of the AIDS threat. 
Of course, if Helms wants to "call a spade 
and a perverted human being, a pervert 
being," that's his hang-up. But if his amen 
tually becomes law, there will be a lot of ne 
censorship by health officials and AIDS 
justifiably afraid of losing their funding. 
And since there is already plenty of irr · 
surrounding the AIDS issue, the last thing 
needs is for the U.S. government to make. 
that anxiety a fearful process in itself. 
Eastern Speaks•. This week's question was asked by Anna Yee and p were taken by Beth Carlson. 
Do you consider yourself a gossip? 
Angle Everette 
Freshman 
Psychology 
Sometimes, not very often. 
But it depends on what it 
is, like if it'll hurt someone 
feelings. 
Lisa Fuhler 
Sophomore 
Psychology 
No, I don't know, maybe. 
Sometimes I talk about 
people, but if my friend 
doesn't want me to I won't. 
Ken Filipiak 
Junior 
Pre-dentistry 
No. I don't 
anybody else' 
have too m 
about with 
about other 
problems. 
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A approvedjournalism proposal Thursday 
Council on Academic Affairs met 
y and unanimously approved 
ovative proposal from the 
· m department. · 
proposal, designed in response to 
approved by the Accrediting 
on Education in Journalism 
Communication, modifies the 
ent by' reducing the core 
'sm course requirements from 
24 to 21 hours and increasing the 
selec.tion of required coursework in the 
humanities and social sciences 
The proposal also removed the two 
one-hour internship courses from the 
required core classes and created one 
professional internship course offered 
as an elective. 
In addition , the proposal reduced the 
number of hours of journalism cour­
sework that may - be accepted in 
transfer and applied to graduation. 
Not meeting two weeks ago and 
holding a relatively short meeting last 
week, Chair Dan Hockman said the lack 
of agenda items is not due to the one 
year halt in courses which was imposed 
by Robert Kindrick ,  vice president for 
academic affairs this September. 
"In my experience, this is the time of 
year that you have a slack period," said 
Hockman . "I don't think the 
moratorium (halt) has had that big of 
an effect on our work load." · 
The halt was imposed to keep the 
CAA and the five other committees 
studying the undergradute programs at . 
Eastern from doing cross work. 
Hockman sent a letter to all 
departments statin'.g the position of the 
CAA on the halt . 
"That letter explained our position , 
being, we would not accept changes in 
general education or major changes in 
departmental curriculum," he said. 
lta Tau Delta and Alpha Phis to.sponsor benefit r_un 
colors will be the 
p for a 5K run to 
t the American Heart 
· tion Saturday. 
ut 225 runners have 
y signed up, and more 
·u expected said, Todd 
r, Delta Tau Delta 
thropy chair . 
5K run and a one-mile 
run/walk event are scheduled 
to begin at 11 a.m. Saturday at 
the O'Brien Stadium parking 
lot . The 5K course en­
compasses Eastern's cross 
country trail, Miller added. 
Sign-up for the event is still 
going on in the Union until' 
Friday aftenoon and resumes 
at 10:30 a.m. Saturday in the 
O'Brien Stadium parking lot. 
A donation of $7 for the 5K, 
and $5 for the .one-mile event 
are required to enter. All 
proceeds go to benefit the 
American Heart Association.  
The Alpha Phi sorority and 
the Delta Tau Delta fraternity 
are co-sponsoring the event to 
benefit the American Heart 
Association . 
Miller High Life is also 
supplying complimentary 
shirts for the participants, 
along with trophies,  banners, 
number cards for the runners, 
and two kegs of beer after the 
event. 
A party is expected to be held 
for the participants im­
mediately after the run at the 
Delta Tau Delta house , 1707 
Ninth St. 
About 200 participants 
already registered are actually 
f r o m  t h e  t w o  G r e e k  
organizations and 25 ad­
ditional entries were obtained 
at the Union, Miller said. 
"I'm expecting about 300 
, total participants ," he added. 
"This is our first year, and 
we're hoping to do more 
publicizing." 
z pianist at Dvorak Sunday Ghouls to raise money for UNICEF 
Trick or treating at Halloween 
doesn't always mean dressing up in a 
costume and going out tp collect candy. 
When UNICEF goes trick or treating, 
it's to collect money for un­
derprivileged children throughout the 
world .  
means children helping children. 
Schlauch was quick to add, though, 
that students and area residents were 
also welcome to participate in the event 
as chaperones and collectqrs. 
m's music department will 
jazz pianist Michael Campbell 
:30 p.m. on Sunday in the 
ak Concert Hall. 
e concert is part of an exchange 
een Eastern and Western 
ois University. The two schools 
trade performers during the '87 
!year. 
Eastern professor George Sanders 
said Campbell's program will include 
various pieces of American jazz and 
classical works. 
An associate professor of music at 
Western, Campbell has taught 
piano, piano literature and jazz 
improvisation for the past seven 
years. 
UNI C E F  coordinator Barbara 
Schlauch said Trick or Treat for Unicef 
The event will be held Sunday from 2 
to 4 p.m. with a-party for the children 
afterwards in the basement of the First 
Christian Church, 411 Jackson Ave. 
OS 20 ... ,.. , 
FOR LESS 
UGLY POUNDS! 
CUT OFF YOUR HEAD 
OR TRY MY SUBS INSTEAD. 
.--
JIMMY. JOHN·s 
GOURMET · SUBS 
''l'LL BRING - 'EM TO YA'' 
!45·1075 
But lilll.> 
• 
• 
� '\.. " � ' . .  
• ;·.:·: /'�:. 4 1  • (  .... : � .. #-,,- F ;.,· .'·t;:��; :! ; 11�)�\;)·1:•"-;·: 
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Family ______ from page 1 A  
forgiven him'. 
"I think whoever was driving 
the jeep, I think Pat would 
have eventually forgave them. 
He would have let it slide," 
Wixom said. 
"My brother was a good guy. 
I never heard anyone say 
anything bad about him. I'll tell 
you one thing, he always gave 
people the benefit of the 
doubt," Wixom said . 
One other point the two men 
agree on is that they are 
surprised Patrick let the 
unknown person drive the jeep 
which belonged to Mitchell . 
"Pat wouldn't let someone 
else who was intoxicated drive. 
He was very sensible and very 
responsible ," Scheidegger said . 
"I don't think he would have 
let a stranger drive," Wixom 
said . 
"But, we can believe in a 
third person if there is a way to 
prove it. We want the police to 
prove who did it." 
He said it was especially 
frustrating knowipg that the 
las� person who saw his brother 
alive (Mitchell) can't remember 
the end of his brother's life. "It 
_ bothers me a lot,"_ he said . 
BOG _______ from page 1 'A 
higher education. 
"The decision belongs at the 
door step of the governor and 
General Assembly," said Ruiz, 
who has fought tuition in­
creases in the past . He and 
Panther Lounge 
T.G.I .F.  
4 : 00 CLUB 
1 -3 $ 1 .75 
3 -6 $2.00 
PITCHERS 
�EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Call 
Rodger Patience 
Peer M in ister 
581 -3371 
or 
235-001 8 
For Ride to Church 
Buy one baked 
potato, any variety, 
. and get another one 
of equal value or 
less . . .  FREE! 
'.\r1f vahd wilh a n y  <>th'!r·r>ffl!r T a x  f:!Xtra l . 1M1t  
' >nt- frc� BakE:!d Pr1t<W1 rwr cr1urr1n.  rm� 
cr1upon fM.'t' cu\lr1m�r 
Cr1upr1n yood rmly at C h arlt!\trm Matt<r>n 
Wt!ndy - .,  R'=:'\lauranr  .. 
Offer eMplres November 8.  J 987 
Althoff voted in favor of the 
roll-back ammendment, but 
sided with other members and 
finally voted for the tuition 
hike. 
The roll-back provision was 
not important enough to 
postpone the increase , 
especially when the board will 
look at tuition again in 
February, said BOG member 
Dominick Bufalino. -
SUNDAY 
BRUNCH • � 
Some Items 
Avai lable 
Roast Beef, Ham 
Au Gratin Potatoes , 
Omelettes ,  
Broccol i  N ormandy . 
10:30 a.m.·2 p.m. 
$695 
• 2•s 
Chi ldren under 1 2  
n GJ 
Salad Bar, 
Taco Bar, 
Fresh Fruits ,  
Vegetab l es ,  
Belg ian Waffles 
Texas French Toast 
Baked Fish 
Run For The 
Health Of It! 
Oct. 25th . 1 1  A. M. 
T-Shirts 
Sponsored 
by MILLER! 
5k run or 1 
$7 Donation . 
m ile run / walk 
$5 Donation 
Team and Individual Competition 
� <S) Support The </ /'. 
{'"' ·� 4 American Assoc. 
Sign Up In The Union 
For More Info.  
Ph .  581 -3461 
. · ,  
Mother 's 
• •1.00 BAR Drinks 
FREE Po corn 254 Slo py Joes 
CONGRATULATIONS. 
Garth & Patti Corey 
on their 
new addition 
Daniel Garth 
Love, 
The AST 's  
I N  THE 
U N IVERSITY U N ION 
� NOTICE·* 
FOOD WORKS 
HOURS 
ARE CHANGING 
Effective Friday ,  Oct .  23 , 1 98 
WHEN IT HAS TO BE RIG 
·rr HAS TO BE WOOLRICH. 
WOMEN'S C�EW JACKET 
Weather the elements i n  
comfort and style weari ng 
our Woolrich Crew Jacket. 
Outside, a s9ft, but tough, 
shell of  Supplex® nylon i n  
exci t ing two-color combi na­
t ions and treated with 
Zepe l �  rai n/stai n repel ler. 
I nside,  a layer of cozy 
Richloft™ fleece and 
Thi ns u l ate® i nsu lation. 
When i t  has to be right, i t  
has to be Woolrich. 
MEN'S CREW JACKET 
Weather the e lements i n  
com fort and style weari ng  
our  Woo l r i c h  Crew Jacket.  
Outs ide,  i t 's crafted of soft ,  
but tough , Suppl ex"' nylon 
treated wi th Zepe l �  for  the 
u l t i mate protec t i o n  in co l d ,  
wi ndy, wet weather.  I ns ide ,  a 
warm l ayer of R i c h l oft'" 
f leece l i n i ng and Th i nsu la tec., · i nsu la t ion .  When i t  has to be 
ri g h t , -!! has to be Woolr ich .  
"W� EST  1830 
CliiiilPi.== 
Ur ml '"''Y VrllA<j' ' Ct r.ulc"on. IL 619/0 
'107 I 1 r in 1l f 1 /\V' 'l l l lf ' l 'l 1rn 11 · ( J I /) {11 ' ,  �00\ 
f riday , October 2 3 , · 1 98 7 
-
ority hel ps raise funds_ 
research with marathon 
ve . 
y had to fill a half­
e slot and there are 
so it rounded off to 
hours," philanthropy 
thy Van Belleham 
lleham, a junior, said 
I was responsible for 
pledge money. Our 
goes through in­
al headquarters to 
·abetes. 
ally the marathon 
raise money for the 
Benjerman Roberts 
rship F u n d . W e  
ly do it in April with . 
a Chi's, but I'm not 
JON SALL I Staff photographer 
Mary Karnick , left, and Mary Flanagan, of Alpha Gamma Delta 
Sorority, teeter-totter Wednesday morning in their makeshift 
playground outside their house. 1 1 5 girls participated in the 2 5  
hour event to raise funds for the Junior Diabetes Foundation . .  
sure if we're doing it this year," 
Van Belleham said . 
Patti Benjerman Roberts was 
a former Alpha Gamma Delta 
member and a student · at 
Eastern who was engaged to a 
Sigma Chi, Van Belleham said . 
The award was established in 
her honor after she was killed 
in an auto accident. The award 
is given to a man and a women 
during Greek Week in April . 
Taus wear boxers for benefit 
a.m. Satur�ay. 
Panther Distributing Co, RR 
2 in Mattoon, is also spon-
a T a u  G a m m a . soring the event. 
"I believe it will be a quite 
interesting event," said Ra.ndy 
Creech , representative of  
Panther Distributing. 
The company plans to off er 
w a r m  b e v e r a g e s  p l u s  
doughnuts and sandwiches at 
two designated stops along the 
10-mile walk, Creech said . 
'ty will use the bare "They are donating half the 
ties to raise funds for cost for boxer shorts," said 
Olymics. junior Mike Austin, chair of 
t 100 members of the - the walkathon. 
'ty and their little The shorts will display the . 
the Roses of Sigma Tau theme and fraternity name, 
, will walk "From He;re Au s t i n  s a i d . P a n t h e r  
Austin said the Sig Tau's are 
also asking for donations from 
students and local businesses. in Our Underwear," Distributing is also providing 
Senior Glenn Davis said he's 
not embarrassed about going in 
his underwear. 
te 16 from the Mattoon r e f r e s h m e n t s  a t  t w o  
County Mall to Old Main. designated stops along the 
event will begin at 10  route . 
�oa.-<�<><><><><::>-<:>-<>-C:::..<:l..<:>'C>"C"'°"c::><:><><><><>� 
OU Carry The Key" 
arleston , I l l inois 6 1 920 
Rex'n'Don's Warehouse 
South Route 1 30 
5-3334 Night P H :  345-585 
& Mary Thoinason-Owners 
$40 
rest of 
Super 
. Student! 
Happy 
2 1 st 
8-day 
Maria 
Leiogang ! 
Beware 
of the 
Maidenform 
woman ! 
co·E�� ST}'llNG . ,HAl.....,,..01� 
nit Hair Cuts $9.00 .f.;J 1 • Perms $32.00 & up ( 7th Lincoln 348-7818 \ ( 
Walk-ins Welcome 
� PRESENTS �-- Life's a Beach 
at Fat's"  
· 9 : 30 to 1 a.in. Each Night 
FRIDAY-SPUDS Mackenze Beach Party 
Bud Light Longnecks $ 1 .00 
Dance to Beach Boys & Summer Oldies 
Dance Contest• Name That Tune 
Buck Night Prices 'til close · 
SATURDAY-Jimmy Buffett Lovely Cruise 
Party 
A night full of Jimmy Buffett music 
Limbo Contest• Volcano Dance 
Trivia For Prizes 
Best Beach Outfit wins Dinner for 2 
California Cooler-s $ 1 .00 all night 
Prizes and Giveaways both nights 
proper l.D. required 
234-7337 
348-1 5 1 5 
L i f e i n  t h e  F a t s  L a n e  Cross County 
Mall 
7 A  
24 hour service Low Rates 
Auto Repair 
Used Auto Parts 
$15 Anywhere in town towing 
Free towing with repairs 
"CHEAP HOOKER' 
345-4583 
Winnett - Deremiah End of lOth on Poplar 
Bell's Flower Corner 
•Fresh Flowers 
•Balloons 
• Stuffed Aninlals 
•Green Plants 
14th Monroe 345-3919 
A Reward 
/ 
-For Our Regular 
Customers 
·A Large Domino's  Pizza for 
$ 95 
or 
A · Regular Domino's Pizza for 
$ 95 
An Qpportunity 
. .  to Try Us For 
the Fi·rst Time. -
I t 's  a special price on our p izza for those of you who 
enjoy Domino 's  P izza . . .  or  would l ike to ! 
II .DOMINO'S Just ask! · . PIZZA '"'" d t ·1 DELIVERS(fl)vuergoo un I : • (i) FREE. . . ��!�d 3.��her���7· 
- 348-1 626 
S A  
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CB' Services Offered 
"MY SECRETARY" RESUME 
packages and typing services. 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
service. 903 1 8th.  345- 1 1 50 . 
9 a . m .  to 5 p . m .  
_________ 1 2/ 1 1  
PROFESSIONAL R E S U M E  
PACKAGES : Quality papers , big 
selection , excellent service. 
PATION QUIK PRINT, 820 
Lincol n ,  next to Super-K.  345-
633 1 . 
-,..-- -------00 
C O P Y · X . 2 0 7  L i n c o l n , 
Charleston,  I I .  ( 2 1 7)345-63 1 3 . 
TYPESETIING RESU M E  
SPECIALS. 
_________ 1 2/ 1 1 
"The Nail Works"-" Nails are 
my bus in ess ' ' .  New sets 
$30 . 00 ,  manicures $ 5 . 0 0 .  Call 
for appt. 345-5642 i n  Feminine 
Weigh . 
_____ _  1 0123 
" 'Jeed someone to  do your 
typ·ng at low rates?" Call Jean at 
34 5 - 6 7 5 9  after 5 : 0 0 .  
___ _ _  cMWFtOO 
r?" Help Wanted 
Earn extra money. Sell Avo n .  
Ca l l  Pam a t  359- 1 5 77 o r  Cheryl 
at 2 35- 2 4 7 1 or Jan at 258· 
8 • 5 . 
CB' Adoption 
ADOPTI O N :  Happily married 
white couple eager to adopt an 
infant. We offer love and many 
oppcrtunities to explore l ife. 
Your chi ld wi l l  grow up in a large 
renovated Victorian hom e .  Call . 
collect (3 1 2 ) -477-3639.  Best 
times:  after 7 : 00 p . m .  or 
weekends. 
_c 1 0/23 , 3 0 , c 1 1 /6 , 1 3 , 2 0 . 2 4  
l:B" For Rent 
STU D E N T  A P A R T M E NTS 
STI LL, AVAILABLE FOR ONE,  
TWO . OR FOU R PEOPLE . 
PRICE STARTING AS LOW AS 
$ 1 20 PER MONTH EAC H .  
APARTM ENT R ENTALS 8 2 0  
LINCOLN , 348- 7 7 4 6 .  
__________oo 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves stil l available tor 
rent,  also vacuums $5 per ·day. 
348- 7 7 46 . 
__________ 9100 
Avai lable now and spring 
semester,  2 bedroom apart­
ments.  Phone 348- 77 46.  
-=-::-.,-...,..,-,---,.-----
-00 
fOR RENT: Newly furnished 1 
bedroom apartment. 5 minute 
wal k from campus.  Spring 
subleasers needed . 345-3659.  
________ 1 0129 
�-�----=----00 Rooms tor women . · 1 4 1 5 
1-l l R I N G I G o v e r n m e n t  · Se venth : 6!h house from 
j o b s - y o u r  a r e a . cam p u s , 3 4 5 - 5 3 7 4 .  $ 1 1 0  $ •  5 . 000-$68 , 000.  Cal l ( 6 0 2 )  monthly-ut1l it 1es included . 
838-888 5 .  EXT 3 9 98 . "  1 0/28 
---=---
------ 1 1  /9 . Female subleaser needed for 
• R A V E L  F I E L D 0 P · Spri n g ,  Park Place Apts . Call 
POf:lTU N I TY Gain val uab le  345-289 5 . 
marketi n g  experience w h i l e  
e a rn i n g  4!h o n e y .  C a m p u s  
reoresenta!lves n e e d e d  i m ­
mediately f o r  Spring Break trips 
to Florida and South Padre 
Island,  •Texas. Call Campus 
Marketing collect at 3 1 2-858· 
4888 : 
--------1 0/2 3  
H ELP WANTED:  4 l i terate 
marketing reps that would kiss a 
rattlesnake to close a deal i n  
promoting a n e w  business in 
Charleston.  .Send picture and 
resume to P.O . .  Box 564 , 
Charleston,  I I .  Deadline:  Oct. 
2 7 .  
________ 1 0/2 6  
CB' Adoption 
Loving couple seeks to adopt 
infant .  Confidential. Medical 
expenses paid. Call NOrma 
collect ( 3 1 2)·377·�181 . 
•. � ' ·  1 1 / 1 3 . 
____ _  1 0126 
Looking for 1 or 2 female 
students to share 2 bedroom 
t o w n h o u s e  ( Y o u n g t o w n  
Property)/Spring Semester. For 
information .  call Wendy at 345· 
2 3 6 3 .  
_________ 1 0/28 
r:B" For Sale 
Garage Sale 2 1 1 0  Marti n ,  Fri .  
& Sat . 7 : 0 0 .  Weightl ift ing equip,  
tires, washer & dryer , full size 
b e d ,  pa i n t i n g s ,  typewrite r ,  
albums,  cedar chest, car stereo , 
set · of china, table & chairs , 
tools,  misc. 
________ 1 0123 
For Sale :  ' 978 Yamaha 400 
XS. GOOD CONDITION . Needs 
engine work . 345· 1 47 4 ,  $ 1 00 
or best offer. 
________ 1 0/26' 
r:B" For Sale 
1 9 78 YAMAHA XS 400 . 
MUST SELL, RUNS GOOD, 
$380 or best offer.  345-58 7 2 .  
________ 1 0123 
Apple 5 2 5  Drive . sti l l  in  box .  
Must sel l .  Make offer .  1 987 
model .  
________ 1 0/29 
1 985 Cannon AE- 1 Program 
Camera, f lash .  Cal l Cathy 58 1 ·  
2 6 26/348-5064 .  
________ 1 0127 
r:B" Lost/Found 
LOST: Pearle Prescription 
glasses. Photo gray lens w/light 
cherry red frames. Gold-toned 
corner plates in  front at top .  Lost 
on south side of Fine Arts 
Bui ld ing sometime Friday af­
ternoon . P lease return to 
Eastern Dai ly News or cal l  5 8 1  · 
2 5 3 7 . 
________ 1 0123 
FOUN D :  White kitten on 
Second St. Have had for  three 
weeks-can t have pets , m ust 
f ind an owner. Please call 345· 
2 72 6 .  
1 0/23 
Calculator found i n  Physical 
Science Bui ld ing . Identify to 
claim_ in Rm . 1 ! 9 
_________ 1 0/23 
LOST. I l l i nois State l . D .  holder 
with driver s l icense and E IU 
student l . D .  for  Mi ndy Aldridge. 
Please return to Eastern News or 
call 345-4686 for reward . 
_________ 1 0/23 
LOST: Black wal let containing 
Rick Cummings· l icense and 
Todd Thom pson 's carpenter's 
card . Reward ! Call Maria 
Gusewelle . -
_________ 1 0/23 
LOST: White & Navy Nike 
jacket In  Coleman Hall  on 
Monday If  found return to 
Eastern News . 
_________ 1 0/26 
LOST: Pai r of sunglasses with 
black frames in red case.  Please 
return to Eastern News. 
________
1 0/27 
LOST OF STOLEN: Small l ight 
tan shoulder bag . Reward if 
credit cards & I Ds returned. 
Contact Art Office. 
________ 1 0/2 7  
Found : Ann Marie Rues, 
please pick u p  ID at Music Office 
1 1 9 , Fine Arts. · 
________ 1 0/27 
Found i n  Fine Arts Center: Pair 
of rhinestone earrings. Come to 
Music Office 1 1 9 , Fine Arts. 
________ 1 0/27 
r:B" Lost/Found 
Found in  Fine Arts Center :  1 8 
inch Tricolor necklace.  Come to 
Music Office . 
r:B" Announcements 
Sig Taus & Pikes Casino night 
Tues. Oct. 2 7 ,  9 : 00 p . m . to 
1 2 : 00 with both lovely little 
sister organization . Don't miss 
out. Large selection of prizes . 
P.age One Tavern . 
__
_______ 
1 0/ 2 7  
S i g  Tau Pledges: Crank o n  
those signatures a n d  have a 
great weekend . Stick together 
guys! ! The Actives . 
________ 1 0/23 
So you think you have some 
special talent? Prove it to us in 
the 1 98 7  AHA talent show! Get 
your applications in the Student 
Government office or your 
Residence Hall Desks. 
_________ 1 0/23 
G ET R EADY TO PICK THOSE 
APPLE SIG KAPS. THE MEN OF 
SIG M A  N U  C AN'T WAIT TO GET 
TO THE ORCHARD! 
________ 1 0123 
This is your week J .  Smile! 
________ 1 0/23 
J .  Sai n :  Have a n i c e  day . We 
love you ! The Roses.  
________ 1 0/23 
M ake someones Christmas a 
l ittle brighter at Halloween-get 
involved-TRICK OR TREAT tor 
CHARITY ! 
_________ 1 0/23 
Robb,  I ' l l  never b e  alone as 
long as you' re in my heart.  Love, 
Marye . · 
_________ 1 0/23 
AT TEDS FRI . & SAT-HEAVY 
M ETAL WEEKEND.  "TOYZZ" 
FROM CHAM PAIGN ON FRI . 
" C LOC K W O R K  O R A N G E "  
FROM DECATUR O N  SAT. 
DON'T M ISS THIS M ETAL 
WEEKEND AT TEDS. GET IN 
FREE 8- 1 0  WITH EASTERN 
N EWS COUPON . 1 6  oz . OLD 
STYLE 7 5 ¢ . LET'S PARTY ! ! !  
________ 1 0/23 
What is TRICK OR TREAT for 
C HARITY? Ask your A . A . ! Get · 
involved! 
________ -_ 1 0/23 
SIGMA NU: We're ready to 
pick them apples with you guys. 
Love, SIG KAPS. . 1 0/23 
• Jeff, thanks .for making this 
weekend so much fun . I can't 
wait to see you again .  l 'U miss 
you. Love, �eggy. 
________ 1 0/23 
Report error• lmmedlately at 581 ·2812. A 
appear In th• next edition. Unleu notified, we 
responslble for an Incorrect ad after Its first 
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
r:B" Announcements 
Quick Cash-We Buy Gold 
Class Rings Sterling & Coins. 
The Pawn Shop Downtown on 
Square.  348- 1 0 1 1 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves still available for 
rent,_ also vacuums $5 per day 
348- 7 7 4 6 .  
------�---00 
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer, 
yr .  round .  Europe, S.  Amer. , 
Australia, Asia. All fields . $900-
2000 mo.  · Sightseein g .  Free 
info. Write IJC , PO Bx 5 2-IL3 
Corona Del Mar, CA 9 2 6 2 5 .  
________ 1 0130 
H A L L OW E E N  C OSTU M E  
RENTAL! 1 803 Madison , 7-9 
p.m.  Sundays through Thur­
sdays. Huge Se_lectio n !  Call 
345-26 1 7 . 
_________ 1 0/30 
LAST CHANC E !  Limited space 
remains on EIU Winter Ski 
Breaks to Steamboat, Vai l ,  
Winter Park a n d  Breckenridge 
for five or seven nights deluxe 
lodging,  l ift tickets , mountain 
barbecu e ,  ski race and more 
from only $ 1 54 .  Optional air and 
c h arter  bus tran s p o r tat ion  
avai lable . Hurry, call Sunchase . 
Tours toll  free for ful l  detai ls and 
· color brochure 1 -800-32 1 -
5 9 1 1 TODAY ! 
________ 1 0/30 
Now in Ch arleston ! ! !  WYNN 
ACADEMY OF MARTIAL A RTS , 
9 1 4 S. 1 7th St . 345-46 4 2 .  
Eastern students w/valid I D ,  $ 2 0  
p e r  month (must sign up for 3 ·  
months) . 
_________ 1 0/30 
W Y N N  A C A D E M Y  O F  
MARTIAL ARTS/SCHOOL OF 
T A E  KWON DO AND SELF 
DEFENSE. 345-46 4 2 ,  $20 per 
month for students / ID.  
_________ 1 0/30 
O n - c a m p u s  t r a v e l  
representative or organization 
needed to promote Spring Break 
trip to Flonda. Earn money, free 
trips and valuable work ex­
perienc e .  Call lnter-cargpus 
programs ( collect) at ( 3 1 2 ) -23 1 • 
4323.  
________ 1 0/23 
If James couldn 't have Lisa, no 
one would! · Come live Her worst 
nightmare in the AHA Haunted 
House. Tuesday October 27 and 
Wednesday October 28 7 - 1  O 
pm in Thomas Hall Basement. . ' 1 0/28 
Todd-I miss you! It 's your turn 
to tell me a story. When is our -
"talk"? Love, Heidi Sr. · 
________ 1 0/23 
$200 Reward for 
concerning accident 
about 1 :30 a.m.  on 
5 7, 4 miles south 
Need to know identity 
1 980 CJ? Gray soft· 
who left scene of fa 
Occupants of jeep 
Mother's and Krack 
evening between 1 
and 1 : 00 a . m .  Friday 
you have information 
this accident, parti 
-of jeep, please call 
IL .  STATE POLICE 8 
collect 8 1 5-398·531 
Wixom father of the 
TGIF-THIS FRIDA 
OF R OC ' S .  TG 
HOLDERS DRINK 
O N LY $ 2 . 0 0 .  E 
W�LCOME 9- 1 2  $3. 
CAN· DRINK.  
THIS FRIDAY 0 
ROC'S TGI F  IS 
ALL TGI F  CAR 
DRINK 9- 1 2  FOR 
EVERYONE WELC 
ALL- U-CAN·DRINK. 
ROCK AND 
J O H N N Y  RAY 
J U NKERS BLUES 
ROCS-NO COVER. 
The Yearbook 1s 
few fun loving,  
R ESPONSIBLE p 
our staff . We n 
photographers, g 
p r o d u c ti o n , spo 
etc . -We've got a 
If interested please 
Warbler office in B 
Monica McM 
great, thanx for e 
night was a Blastl 
motormouth . 
Official Notices Official Notices ar� paid !or through th.- Office .of University Relations. · Q uestions concerning · notices should be directed to thatoffice. 
1 988·89 Student 
Teaching 
Elementary , Jr .  H igh and 
Special Education majors plann ­
ing t o  student teach .downstate 
during Fall 1 988 or Spring 1 989 
must apply at a meeting Tues­
day , October 2 7 ,  1 987 at 3 : 00 
p m .  in the Buzzard Auditori u m .  
St ;dents w1sh1ng t o  apply for 
Summer 1 988 or wishing to stu­
dent teach in  the Chicago area 
should not attend this meeting ,  
but  should come to the Student 
Teaching Office .  21 O Buzzard to 
apply. 
Francis E. Summers 
· Director of 
Student Teaching 
DROP DEADLINE 
The. deadline for dropping a 
class and receiving an automatic 
"W" for the class is MONDAY , 
OCTOBER 26 at 4 : 30 p . m .  
Michael D .  Taylor , Director 
Registration 
Constitution 
Examination 
The Constitution Examination 
will  be given for the second time 
this semester on Thursday, 
November 5. Register in  person 
from 1 1  :00 to 3 : 00 Monday 
through Friday at the booth in the 
U n io n  Bookstore Lounge;  bring 
. Your EIU ID, and if you are retak­
ing the exam , $2 for the fee . The 
registration deadl ine for this ex­
am is Thursday , October 2 9 .  
· 
You may retake this exam as 
many times as necessary to 
pass , but on scheduled dates 
only. 
H. C. Bartl ing , Director 
Testing Services 
Hea lth Competency 
Exa m i nation 
The Health Education Com· 
patency Examination wi l l  be 
given on 'Thursday , Novemtier 
1 2 . Register in person froni 
1 1  : OO to 3 : 00 Monday through 
Friday at  the booth in  the Un ion 
Bookstore Lounge;  bring your 
EIU ID and $2 for the fee. The 
registration deadl ine for this ex­
a m i n a t i o n  is T h u r s d ay . 
November 5 .  
Note . You may take the Health 
Competency Examination only 
once. 
H. C. Bartl ing ,  Director 
Testing Services 
Writing Competency 
Examination 
U ndergraduates : 
To satisfy graduation re­
quirements for the Bachelor's 
degree at Eastern I l l inois U niver­
sity. you must pass the Writing 
C o m pete n c y  Exam i n at i o n . 
Register to take this examination 
after you have completed sixty 
-semester hours Uunior standing) 
and have credit for both English 
1 00 1  and 1 00 2 .  Register in per­
son from 1 1  :00 to 3 :00 Monday 
through Friday at the booth in the 
U nion Bookstore Lounge;  bring 
your EIU ID and $5 for the fee . 
This examination wi l l  be given for 
the second time this 'semester 
on November 1 o . · The registra­
tion deadl ine is October 27 and 
that also is the last day that you 
may cancel your registration and 
have your fee refunded. Register 
early to be assured of obtain ing 
· cne of the 544 seats available .  · · 
Passing the Writin g  Com­
petency Examination is a gradua-
tion requirement as stated on 
page 40 of the 1 98 1  -82 
catalog , page 43 of the 1 983· 
84 catalog,  and page 45 of the 
1 9 8 5 - 8 6  a n d  1 9 8 7 - 8 8  
catalogs. 
H. C. Bartl ing ,  Director 
Testin g'Services 
Fa l l  1 987 
Commencement 
Fall  1 987 Commencement wi l l  
be held Sunday, December 1 3 , 
at 2 : 00 p . m .  in Lantz Gym­
nasium .  Rehearsal for Com­
mencement wi l l  be held Friday, 
December 1 1 ,  at 6 : 00 p . m .  in 
Lantz Fieldhouse. The faculty 
marshal wi l l  be Dr.  June Johnson 
of the College of Fine Arts . 
Notification .  as well as cap and 
gown order forms, went out to 
el igible participants today at their 
- p e r m a n e n t  a d d r e s s e s .  
Graduates must have their order 
forms to Collegiate by November 
1 6 if they wish to participate i n  
t h e  ceremony. I f  you have any 
questions,  call the Commence­
ment/University Relations office 
(OM - 1 1 1  or 5 8 1 -598 1 ) .  
Cap and gown hand-outs wil l  
be :  
Thursday , December 1 0 : 1 0  
a . m .  to 4 p . m . -Effingham Room 
Friday, December 1 1 :  2 p . m .  to 
6 p . m . -Effingham Room 
Sunday, December 1 3 : 1 1  a . m .  
Seconda ry Education Student Teaching 1 988·1 989 
Secondary Education majord planning to student teach downstate 
during Fall 1 988 or Spring 1 989 must apply at a departmental 
meeting on Tuesday, October 2 7 ,  1 98 7  at 3 : 00 p . m .  (Students 
wish ing to apply for Summer 1 988 or wishing to student teach in the . 
Ch icago area should not attend these meetings, but should come to 
the Student Teaching' Office,  2 1 0  Buzzard , to apply ) .  Rooms for the 
meeting on October 2 7 ,  1 98 7 are as lol lows : 
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fine Arts 302 
Business Education . . . . . . . . . . .  Effingham Room , University Un ion 
Chemistry-Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Physical Science Bui lding 409 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  Coleman Hall 31 SA 
Health Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lantz 1 65 
Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Applied Sciences Bui lding 1 08 
Life Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .- . Life Science Bui lding 2 2 6  
Math . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O l d  Main 3 1 6 
Music - I nstrumental/Vocal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fine Arts 2 2 4  
P: E .  M e n  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ - . . . . . . . . . . . . Lantz Club Room 
P. E. Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lantz 304 
Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Buzzard Education Bui lding 2 1. 0 
Social Science/History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coleman Hall 2 2 9  
Speech Communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coleman H a l l  1 1  4 B  
Technology Education . . .  . . . . . . .  Applied Science Bui ld ing 2 1 2 
Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buzzard
.
2 1 0  
Speech Pathology.  . . . . . . . . . . . .  C l in ical Services 203 
Francis E .  Summers. Director 
Student Teaching 
to 1 p . m . -Fieldhouse 
Daniel  E. Thornburgh , Director 
Secondary Education Student Teachers Spring 
Secondary Education students planning to 
downstate Spring 1 988 should check with their De 
d inator to ensure they have completed applications on 
should be completed by October 1 6, 1 98 7 .  
Department coordinators are as follows : 
Art 
Craig Roland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Business Education 
Jean Dennee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Chemistry-Physics 
Maurice Shepherd . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
English 
Fred Preston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ' . . . . 
Health Education 
Richard Hooser . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
Home Economics • 
Lucy Campanis . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Life Science 
Dave Murphy . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  Life Science 
Math . 
Rosemary SchQ'lalz . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Music 
Anola Radtke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .  
P . E . -Men 
Gene McFarland . . . . . . .  , . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
P . E . -Women 
Pat Flaugher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . •  
Psychology 
Francis Summers . . . . . . . . . .  � . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •  
Social Science/History • · 
Roger Beck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  
Speech Communication 
Beverly Graham . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Technology Education 
-Felstehausen/Griffin . .  • .  , . . . . . . . . . . . ' .  . . . . . . . . . 
Foreign Language 
Francis Summers . . . . . . .  ' .  . . . . . . . . . 
Speech Pathology 
J i l l  N i lsen . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . 
�· . .,. . ..._ � . ..  � .. -"' �  . . 
Fr i day ' s  • t• d d ber 2 3 , 1 98 7  Class1 1e a s 
Report errors Immediately et 581 ·281 2. A correct ed wlll 
eppeer I n  the next edition. Unle11 notified, we cannot 1Y. 
responslble for en Incorrect ed etter Its first Insertion. 
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 9A 
M C D O W E L L  
you don't have to 
any weirdos on the 
. Just say NO! Noodle 
�---- 1 0/23 
G u i tar :  
incredible 
,...... _____ 1 0/27 's is closed Sat. 24th. 
1 ·7 next week! ! !  Yes, 
Halloween costumes! ! !  
from Page One) . 
l:B'An nouncements 
Dan C .  and Curt S . :  Thanks for 
all your help with · the teeter­
totter. We could never have 
done it without you ! Love the 
Alpha Gams. 
-:-=:=----:::--:-:-:-'.:-:::-c,,..,..,-=---,-,- 1 0/23 AST OMICRONS: Did you 
have fun Wed . night? We sure 
did! ! !  Love your moms and dads. 
--:-:::-:=:--:::--:-::,-:--:--c-- 1 0/23 
MIKE BASAK : I 'm so glad 
you're my dad! It's gonna be a 
great year! ! Love your BRAT. 
________ 1 0/23 
DADDY DAVIS IS DYNOMITE. 
-=---:-:------,-..,.-- -1 0/23 
Robb-I need lambrusco and 
you . Especially you. Love, 
Marye. 
W O M B A T S  T O N I G H T  
GOLDFISH SWALLOWING. ALL 
YOU CAN DRINK FOR $2 . 50 .  
Come see why everybody is 
talking about it. 
-----,.--:-:-=.,-,.-1 0/23 Meet the St . Pauli Girl at E. L. 
Krackers! St . Paul i  Girl beer 
$ 1 . 00. 
' ' DO-IT-YOURSELF ' '  
C LASSIFIED AD FORM 
classification of: 
ST: 20 cents per word first day, 1 4  cents per word each 
utive day thereafter (minimum 1 0  words) . Student rate 
price-ad MUST be paid for in advance . PLEASE: no 
s for amounts less than $ 1 . 00. Lost and Found ads are 
FREE for three days. 
e ad and money in envelope and deposit in News box in  
by 2 p.m.  one business day before It Is to run. The 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered l ibelo•Js 
In poor taste. 
nt? (Student rate '12 price) 
D YES 0 NO 
D Cl-IECK 
!1?An nouncements 
TONIGHT AT WOMBATS: 
GOLDFISH SWALLOWING AND 
LIVE DJ to take requests . $2 . 50 
All·U-Can-Drink . 
________ , 0/23 
JOHN COCHRAN: So what 
happened to breakfast? Maybe 
next week? 
________ , 0/23 
WHAT A GREAT SEASON 
SIGMA Pl SOCCER TEAM! 
CONGRATULATIONS ON 1 st 
PLACE! LOVE KIM.  
--,-,..,,.---,.-------1 0/23 
WOM B ATS ON FR IDAY 
NIGHT. Come see what its all 
about . Al l ·U·Can-Drink,  $2 . 50 9· 
close . 
-..,.-- -----1 0/23 
CONGRATULATIONS SIGMA 
Pl FOOTBALL TEAM FOR A 
NUMBER 1 SEASON!  LOVE 
KIM. 
________ , 0/23 
Make money through the 
classified ads. 
-------�-·h·OO 
CAMl>U S COP 
l:B' Announcements 
PAT CAMPBELL! HAPPY 24th 
POOPER! HAVE ANOTHER, 
BIRTHDAY NOT BEER SILLY ! 
-,-:-,,,,-.,,---,-:=-".'."--,---1 0/23 
WOMBATS: it's new and 
exciting .  See today's VERGE. 
$2.50 All -U-Can-Drink. 
-=---=-----1 0/23 
Carrie Zeh, Have a great 
weekend . Cheer up, don't be 
blue, Frankenstein was ugly too. 
So Cut. 
________ , 0/23 
Puzzle Answers 
R E  A c T T A P E  I • u P  I K A A X 1 L A Y A  
N I  A I A T  � A v  t N I L 
N 4� L A ii I L 
I ' 
L I I K L L  
Ill N I  I ' H I L ' A I 
I L I  I I '  
Campus clips · 
Tau Beta Sigma is having a Car Wash Sunday, October 25th at 
9 : 00 a .m .  until 3 : 0 0  p .m .  at the Marathon Gas Station . The cost ls 
two dollars per car wash.  
Christian Campus Fellowship is having Sunday Morning Worship 
Oct . 25 at 1 0 : 30 a.m. at the Christian Campus House 2231 S. 4th 
St . (just behind Lawson Hal l ) .  
Christian Campus Fellowship is having a cost supper October 25 
at  5 : 00 p . in .  in the Ctiristian Campus House 2 2 3 1  S. 4th Street. It's 
free the first time and or1e dollar thereafter. For rides or info call 345· 
6990. 
Campus Cl ips are published daily, free of charge, as a public service 
to the campus. Cl ips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News 
officeby noon one business day before date to be published (or date 
of event) . Information should include event, name of sponsoring 
organization , (spelled out no Greek letter abbreviations) ,  date, time 
and place of event , plus any other pertinent i nformation. Name and 
phone number of submitter must be included . Cl ips containing 
confl icting or confusing information will not be run if submitter cannot 
be contacted . Clips will be edited for space available. Cl ips submitted 
after noon of deadline day cannot be guaranteed publication . No clips 
will be taken by phone . Clips will  be run one day only for any event. 
WH I LC. .f.NJO'f l N b  A FOOT BALL 
�AME. . ,  C.AMPU.S C-Di> Nc511C.E.5 
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No matter what you r favorite dish is, J 
The Dai ly Eastern News· 
serves someth ing for everyone! 
t OA Friday, October 2 3 , 1 987 The D a l l  
Boaters to host U IC Flames 
in pivotal leag ue m atchu p 
Panther ___ from page 1 
senior reserve tackle Aaron 
Thomas will take over 
Parker's position. 
\ 
Smith has rushed for 
yards this year while Pa 
has thrown for 580. 
By BRENT FEENEY 
Staff writer 
The streaking Eastern 
Illinois soccer team swings into 
action again on Sunday af­
ternoon when it takes on the 
Illinois-Chicago Flames. Match 
time at Lakeside Field is 2 p .m.  
The Panthers . who scored a 
ma]or upset Wednesday when 
they knocked off ninth-ranked 
Evansville by a 1-0 count, come 
into the match assured of their 
15th winning season in the last 
16 years. Their record now 
stands at 9-3-3 . 
The Flames, who are 6-6-1 
going into a scheduled match 
Th ursday agamst Trinity 
Christian College of Palos 
Heights, have never won an 
AMCU-8 soccer match . 'J.'heir 
conference losing streak now 
stands at 19 in a row . 
That's not to say that the 
hooters will be taking them 
lightly, though. 
· ·Not only coulri a loss hurt us 
in the conference it could 
damage us in the reg10n, said 
Panther coach C1zo Mosnia . 
''They gave us a battle last 
year," Mosnia said . referring to 
the Panthers' 2-1 victory in 
Chicago last season. ' 'A tie 
against them could be just like 
a loss . We'll see what happens , 
though. " 
Correction 
Qn Oct. 2 2 ad 
�---
Seagram 's 
7 Crown 
1 . 7 5  L 
��EE0 1 Q99 
PRICE PLU &901 l•lM·1•1i'l·I 
DEL TA SIGMA Pl 
Presents 5th annual 
College Day!_ _ _ in� 
A Package for 
students that l ike 
. ski ing or just love : 
a Great Time 
Arranged by Echo 
Travel lnc . -EIU 
$204 without transportation 
Jan . 3-9 
$284 with transportation 
Jan . 2 - 1 0  
Get 
Ready to 
Party 
Tonite ! 
H a p p y  
24th 
Eddie!  
Chrissy 
One of the things that 
Mosnia has been happy with 
lately is the play of junior 
forward Mark Noffert. Since 
returning from a hamstring 
injury he suffered against 
Illinois State on Sept .  20,  
Noffert has scored three goals 
in three games, including a pair 
of match winners against 
Wright State in overtime and 
Wednesday's goal with 49 
seconds remaining to beat 
Evansville . 
"Mark has done a real good 
job,"  Mosnia said. "He's still a 
little behind everyone else in 
his conditioning, but he's 
played very well." 
Mosnia also is happy with 
junior defender Bill Trager. 
The transler from Mercer 
Community College in New 
Jersey has been rnming in to 
his own in recent matches. 
"Bill had a little trouble 
adjusting 1:0 his new team­
mates and from JUmor college 
soccer to D1vis10n I soccer, but 
he's doing very well now," 
Mosnia said of the Seattle 
native . 
Mosnia is still concerned 
with some mconsistent play, 
however. "We had a good first 
half against Evansville , then a 
poor second half . " Mosnia said . 
"Still , being able to beat a 
ranked team like Evansville , 
even when you aren't playing 
at your best, means something.  
"We need to play a little 
better mentally. Some of the 
players have been coming 
through , others have fallen a 
little behind," Mosnia said . 
"It's tough for someone who 
has played high school soccer 
to go to a Division I school and 
play.  They're capable of 
playing major college soccer, 
but it's a tough mental ad­
j ustment for a freshman ," 
Mosnia said . 
"It's a whole new en­
vironment for them, especially 
when we've played two or three 
games a week like we have . We 
just need to work hardt:ir 
mentally . If we can do that, 
we11 be OK." Mosnia said . 
But Spoo remained 
confident-of Parker, who has 
been a starting defensive 
lineman for three years, and 
his ability to make the 
change. 
"He's as good of an athlete 
as we've got," Spoo said. 
"We're making this change 
out of necessity. "  
Spoo got some good news 
with freshman wide receiver 
Ralph Stewart, who bruised 
his collarbone in the fourth 
quarter of Saturday's 
contest. 
Stewart is a probable 
starter for Saturday's game. 
The Bears will rotate 
freshman quarterback 
DeAndre Smith in running 
situations with sophomore 
QB Daryll Patton in passing 
situations. 
Southwest 's  lead· 
rusher is sophomore 
Gilbert (272 yards 
season), who also av 
27 .2 yards per 
return, second to Ea 
Daryl Holcombe ( 
yards). 
Gilbert returned a · 
yards for a score in 
week's 27-21 Bear lose 
Northern Illinois in De 
The Panthers will 
have to contend with. 
stingy Southwest deft 
headed by senior line 
Matt Soraghan , who wu 
on 18 tackles against 
Huskies. 
The Bears are allo 
their opponents only 
points per game and 
yards per game. 
IN CONCERT TONIGHT 
F R I DAY, OCT. 23 
6 :30 P . M .  
U n ion Gal lery 
Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity 
� --� "FROM HERE TO THERE-·IN OUR UNDERWEAR" 
Mattoon to Charleston· 
Along Route 16 
A Walkathon to Benefit 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
OCTOBER 24th 
10:00 A.M. 
For inf ormatio·n or donations call 345-75.27 
Sponsored by 
PANTHER DISTRIBUTING 
The Alpha Alpha Chapter of 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
' . . . . . ' 
• ' '  . .. .  ' .  • ' . fl , . , , .I I I :I " 
Eastern N ews Friday, October 23, 1 987 
Red 's M�Adoo getsjob 345-91 41 Pizza 345-9393 
Adducci Family Restaurant 
7 1 6  Jackson St . 
I 
itchell 'sfeserve back (East of Downtown Square) 
* ask about free thick crust UIS (AP)-Derrick 
. 't running for his. 
life when he 
202 yards and three 
in the last two 
ment games. 
CBS-TV announcer 
referred to the St. 
· als ruruiing back 
ent player during 
game with the San 
49ers, McAdoo 
his job as Stump 
backup at halfback 
. . g camp. 
e type of football 
e," Cardinals coach 
· gs said of McAdoo, 
agent who crossed 
line the second week 
· e to preserve is 
status. "He's a tough guy, but I 
saw that in camp." 
McAdoo, who was a part­
time nlayer at Baylor, used an 
aggressive running style to 
emerge from a crowd of 
tailback candidates. Among 
the players he beat out were 
Pro Bowl kick returner Vai 
Sikahema and George Swarn, 
the club's fifth-round draft 
pick out of Miami (Ohio), who 
was cut in camp. 
"If Stump gets tired, we've 
got somebody who can cut and 
slash the way he does," said 
Stallings, whose reassembled 
team will take a 2-3 record 
against the Super Bowl 
champion-but presently 
winless-New York Giants on 
Sunday at the Meadowlands. 
Attaining that status wasn't 
easy for McAdoo, though. He 
failed his initial physical at the 
Cardinals' mini-camp in May 
because of a congenital knee ' 
condition. Team physician Dr. 
Jordan Ginsburg said McAdoo 
had "loose knees." 
"I wasn't really hurt, my 
knees are just that way," 
McAdoo said. "It's just the way 
God made them." 
McAdoo said when he failed 
the physical he went home and 
had a battery of doctors 
examined his knees. 
"I took every knee test 
known to mankind," he said. 
* ask about free soft drin ks! 
Small Pizza . . . . .  . 
Medium Pizza . .  , . .  
Larqe Pizza . . . 
$3. 77 
$4. 70 
$6. 1 7 
Tax Not 
Included 
Free del iver�,' : 5- 10 weekdays 
5- 1 2  Fri & Sat Closed Sundays 
30 years pizza experience 
111 .. . . . . . . . . . . I t• C • • • t 
PRESENTS  
In  Concert 
______ from page 1 2A 
CH UCK 
• I 
/BERRY e hitters. She is a 
and an aggressive 
ton said. 
thers will also try 
strategies to get 
f the gate quicker. 
· t possibly rotate 
a little bit, and we 
start people at a 
position," Ralston 
statistic;ily the 
ds have the better 
coach Juli Kartel 
Eastern's defense 
just as tough to 
going to be a battle of 
y-matched teams 
whose strength is in their 
defense, but who have been 
able to put things together 
offensively as well," Kartel 
said. 
The volleyball team will host 
its parent's weekend, and it 
may give the team the boost it 
needs. 
"They are usually pretty 
excited when their parents are 
here, so it should help having 
them around," Ralston said. 
The · Bradley team that the 
Panthers will face on Saturday 
is 5-14 overall, but 1-1 in the 
league, and a team that 
Eastern can't afford to 
overlook. 
FREE DELIVERY • 
() 
0 
c 
-0 
0 
z .. 
1 , 1 6 oz . Pepsi 
with del iverv of 
s·mall  or medium pizza 
2 1 1 6 o z .  Pepsi 's 
with large or x- large Guido I 
345·1 345 I N AT 1 1  AM EVERYDAY AND 4 PM ON SU NDAY . I 
- - � • • • •COU PON • • • • • • • • •- • • 
� ot T E O's 
y'seand---------------·  � 
YZZ" 75¢ 1 6  oz. Old I 
·ng original lead - Style · f Jim Beam I 
"They lost a big middle hitter 
from last year, but you can't go 
by their overall record because 
they are 1-1 in conference," 
Ralston said. 
T h e  c o n t e n d e r s  a n d  
pretenders in the Gateway 
should be sorted out this 
weekend with Southern, 
Western, Eastern and Bradley 
all playing each other with a 
chance at third place and a 
possible berth in the league 
tournament. 
''Tilis weekend should break 
up the logjam," Ralston said. 
"The contenders should emerge 
from this weekend, and we 
want tcibe one of those." 
SPEC I AL G U EST 
� I LLY R I BACK 
''fiN;Nft' 
Sat . ,  Nov. 1, 8:00 PM 
l'ANJZ GYM.Eastern I l l inois Univers ity 
T i c k e t s  5 1 3 .00 
VISA 
U n i v e r s i t y  U n i o n  B o x  O ff i ce 
D a i l y  9 : 00 - 4 : 00 
( 2 1 7 ) 58 1 - 5 1 22 
THEY'RE HERE!!! 
l iked the $ 1 oo 1 6  oz. Bud I 
nal "TOYZZ" . or Busch _ J_g> __ - �  ayn:���I �eany · 
_ _ _ 
___ _ {:c- _ 
$ 1 25 Rum & Coke-1 g� by: White Snake, Screwdriver I 'B(Jpelin, Bon Jovi, · 1 
n, Juqas Priest, Van _ · . _ Fuzzy Nave_l 1 , Motley Crue. - I 
Get in 8- 1 0 w/cou pon for FREE '1 
- - -----------------------------------------, day's Band 7 5¢ 1 6  oz. Old 1 
OCKWORK _ Style I 
ORANGE" $ 1 oo 1 6  oz. Bud I 
Mike Husler, Peter or Busch - 1  � AOOy Bayllor - I C �: �ed Nugent, Led $ 1 25 Rum & Coke 1"8 , Billy Idol. Tnumph, S d . I :::J Osborne, Etc. crew n ver 1 ..- '  Fuzzy Na vel I 
I 
Get _!!1_8-!_0_�£ou_eor]_fo�._l:_��E .... .... "�J 
FRE 
DRIN 
w n�H TUE PU RCHASE Of A 
, . 
• 
GYROS .SANDWICH 
CAMPUS DOG 
. .  t . . . . . . . . . .. .  :_ . .  · . .  Ph . .  3.45. �5.72 i . .. : .... . 
· ·········· ······ ···· �··�· ········�·�· .. . .. . . . � . 
Friday's  
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Pa nther gridders to host Southwest Missou ri 
Four leag ue teams go head -to -head fqr Gateway cham pionship 
By BARRY BOTTINO 
Sports editor 
Following the lead of the 
Beatles,  Eastern's football 
team will need to get by with a 
little help from its friends 
Saturday when the Panthers 
face the Southwest Missouri 
Bears at 1 :30 p . m .  at O'Brien 
Field . 
With a win , Eastern will 
remain in the thick of the 
Gateway Conference title hunt.  
But the Panthers will need a 
victory from Northern Iowa 
over the Western Illinois 
Leathernecks to keep them 
alive . 
The purple Panthers (3-3 
overall and 1 -0 in the Gateway) 
and the Leathernecks (6- 1 ,  5-0) 
kick off at 1 p .m .  at Hanson 
Field in Macomb. 
Eastern enters the contest 
with a 2-1 conference mark, 
while the Bears come in to 
Saturday's game sporting an 
identical - 2-1 record . The 
Panthers are at 4-3 overall . 
Sou thwest's record is 3-3 
overall . 
If Eastern and Northern 
Iowa record wins, the Panthers 
would then have to be vic­
torious in their final two 
conference contests (at UNI 
Oct . 31 and at O'Brien Nov . 7 
versus Southern Illinois). 
we're not going to know the 
.outcome of that game because 
they'll be playing at the same 
time . 
''We just hope the best 
scenario comes up ," Spoo said . 
Yet the Pan the rs' main 
concern will be a win over the 
perplexing Southwest Missouri 
wishbone offense . 
Last season , SMSU went out 
to a 1 3-0 lead before Eastern 
stormed back to a 34-20 win at 
Springfield , Mo . 
"In option football there are 
three points of attack. And the 
defense has to be assigned to 
each of those three . You can't 
j ust swarm. to the ball . The 
defense has to account for its 
responsibilities first . 
"The quarterback has three 
options . He can either pitch the 
ball (to one of his backs), keep 
it himself or pass it.  And 
theoretically , he 's  never 
wrong," Spoo said . 
"It causes defensive coaches 
nightmares,"  Spoo said . "That's 
the advantage of a wishbone 
team . you only have a week to 
prepare for them ."  
Along with keeping a tight 
reign of his attacking defense , 
the first-year Panther coach 
will have to deal with the loss 
of starting right defensive end 
Tom Govan , who dislocated his 
right shoulder during last 
Saturday's 20-14 win over 
Indiana State . 
f . . I 
I' 
If Western or Southwest 
wins ,  the Panthers would have 
to settle for a best of third 
place . 
"We can't think that way," 
Spoo said of Western's chance 
to wrap up the Gateway . 
"We're goin.g to play to win and 
Govan will  miss the 
remainder of the year . 
Senior tackle Carl Parker 
will move to Govan's spot while 
(See PANTHER, page lOA) 
Eastern freshman redshirt quarterback Eric 
Arnold ( 1 4 )  lofts a pass over the outstretched 
hands of Indiana State defensive tackle Paul 
Wafzig (6 1 ) . Arnold is attempting to hit jun ior tight 
end Mike Macek (84)  during the Panthers' 20- 1 4 
Homecoming win . Eastern wil l  face the 
west Missouri State Bears at O' Brien 
Saturday at 1 :30 p . m .  for a shot at the 
Conference title .  
SMSU 's sti ngy defense to attem pt sh ut down 
By JOHN PLETZ 
Staff writer 
Southwest Missouri will be trying to 
shut down the Panther offense and run 
over its defense when Coach Jesse 
Branch brings the 3-3 Bears to O'Brien 
Stadium Saturday afternoon. 
Southwest leads the Gateway 
Conference in scoring defense with an · 
average of 1 4 . 7  points per game, and in 
rushing offense with 228. 7 yards per 
outing. 
These statistics spell trouble for the 
struggling Panthers who are averaging 
j ust 1 3 . 3  points per game, the lowest of 
any Gateway team . The Panthers 
scored a season-high 20 points against 
Indiana State last Saturday and are 
showing improvement - under the 
direction of their new quarterback, Eric 
Arnold . 
Arnold was 20 of 37 (54 percent) for 
228 yards and one interception, an 
improvement over Kurt Simon , 
Eastern's starter for the first six games.  
Simon completed 51 percent of his 
passes, but only averaged 1 1 7  yards per 
game . 
·cards top Minn_esota 
for Series advantage 
ST. LOUIS (AP)-Curt Ford's two­
run single and a lucky bounce broke 
open a scoreless game in the sixth 
inning and the St. Louis Cardinals 
bounced back with a three-game 
sweep defeating the Minnesota 
Twins 4-2 Thursday night for a 3-2 
lead in the World Series. 
Danny Cox shut out Minnesota on 
three hits for seven innings and St. 
Louis' speed pulled the Twins apart 
at the seams . The Cardinals stole 
five bases, tyingl a record last ac· 
complished in 1907, and three of 
thrise runners scored . 
Game 6 was scheduled for 
Saturday in the Metrodome, where 
Minnesota romped in the first two 
games. St. louis' John Tudor, who 
won the third game, will oppose Les 
Straker. 
Cox, whose Game 7 shutout in the 
NL playoffs put the Cardinals into 
the World Series, outdueled Bert 
Blyleven, who took his first loss in 
six postseason decisions. It was a 
revenial of four days ago, when 
Blyleven on as the Twins shelled 
Cox . 
The Bears' pass defense will pressure 
the young qarterback as much as 
possible Saturday afternoon . The 
Southwest air defense has intercepted 
eight passes and scored five touch­
downs this season. 
However, while the Southwest's pass 
prevention is second-best, its pass 
production is only one step away from 
the Gateway basement. Sopho.more 
passing quarterback Daryl Patton has 
thrown six interceptions and three 
touchdowns.  
Patton's lack of success is  not 
worrying the Bears, though. 
quarterback DeAndre Smith 
Southwest wishbone attack 
offensive key to success. 
Branch plattoons the two 
Patton calls the signals in · 
situations, and Smith takes the 
running downs. 
Although Eastern's defense 
the run has been stailnch, allo · 
3 .1  yards per carry and 
touchdown output, it has 
tested against an option offense. 
Spikers host Westerwin 
Braves in Gateway twinb1 
By MIKE FITZGERALD 
S�aff writer , 
Eastern's volleyball team will be 
looking to get back on track in the 
Gateway Conference this weekend 
when it hosts Western Illinois at 7 p .m. 
Friday and Bradley at 7 p.m.  Saturday 
in Lantz Gym . 
The Panthers, 19-5 overall and 1-2 in 
the league, will try to regroup from a 
disappointing loss at Southern Illinois 
Tuesday-night. 
Their task will not be easy though as 
the Westerwinds, l f-8 and 1 -1 , have a 
defense that is ranked fifth in the 
country by the American Volleyball 
Coaches Association (A VCA). 
"We are going to have to 
holes on the floor, hit smartly, 
block and put the ball awa 
Eastern coach Betty Ralston. 
Western also has one of 
hitters in the conference in 
strom; a first team All 
selection from a year ago. 
Orstrom leads the league in 
game with a 4 .43 average. She 
the league leader in aces per g 
a 0 .  7 1 average, and she is seco 
per game with 4.29.  
Stopping her will be one of 
prime concerns. 
"Sue Orstrom is one of the 
(Hee SPIK ER.i;; , page l lA) 
rbl� celebrates 5th an niversary 
a $ 1  million donation ,  university and community 
r support , and an art gallery and the fifth an­
of Eastern's Tarble Arts Center is the result . 
Invitation only" reception will be held to celebrate 
anniversary from 8 to 10 p . m .  Friday , said Tar­
Director Michael Watts . 
use we will be serving champagne , the universi­
lres ihvitatiion only , "  Watts said , adding that 
else �ho would like to attend the event should 
him . 
• n•n•ption , four volunll'�'r suppl lrlers w t l l be 
honored and an original linocut (a design cut into the 
surface of a block of l inoleum) commissioned for the 
event ,  designed by art faculty members Kathleen 
Browne and Denise Rehme , wi l l  be presented , Watts 
said . 
Watts said the reception was planned by a volunteer 
committee comprised of Jane Dawson , Madonna 
Walker, Mary N oble Williams and Jean Seitsinger . 
Fine Arts Dean Vaughn Jaenike . will be master of 
ceremonies dnd Coles County Associate J udge Ashton 
Waller will present awards to the supporters . the names 
,)f whom have not been disd,ised .  Wd tts said 
TAC wc\s ,irig indl l\' made p,>ss1ble bv a d<.• 1 1.:1n,> 1 1  ,,r $ l 
million by Newton Tarble . an Eastern alumni ,  Watts 
said . adding that a community and alumni drive raised 
over $300 .000 to help construct the center . 
According to information provided by Watts . Newton 
Tarble was born in Martinsville in 1883 and worked in 
the lithography business until retiring in 194 7 .  He died in 
1976.  
Not only did volunte ers and the community aid in  the 
building of  TAC . which was planned by the Boston­
based architectural firm of E. V�rner Johnson anJ . I Associdtes . they still play an importan t  role . Watts Sd Jd 
.-\ppw.:-.. imdteh; 25 RSVP workers , R1w1 ed ::en� 
1 �ee TARBL E .  page o) 
. lchurches-11iii j 
Charleston Alliance Church 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  at the Charleston Motor 
Inn, 920 W. Lincoln Ave . 
Charleston Bible Center 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  and 6 p . m .  at 2605 Univer­
sity Dr. 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
· Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  at 2231 S .  Fourth St. 
Church of Christ 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  at 9 1 7  Woodlawn Dr. 
First Baptist Church 
Services wi:I be held at 9: 30 
a . m .  at. 2800 University Dr . 
Suncl_ay at St. Charles , 921 
Madiso.1 , and at 6 : 30 p . m .  
Saturday and 1 1  a .  m .  Sunday in 
Buzzard Auditorium . 
Praise Assembly of God 
Services will be held at 10 : 30 
.a . m .  and 6 : 30 p . m .  at the 
Newman Center on Ninth and 
Lincoln . Sunday school will be 
held at 9 : 30 a . m .  
University Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  at 1505 Seventh St. Sun­
day school will be held at 9 : 30 
a . m .  
Wesley United Methodist 
Church 
Services will be held at 8 : 30 
and 1 1  a . m .  at 2206 Fourth St. 
Sunday school will be held at 
9 : 50 a . m .  
First Christian Church I -- 1 Services to be held at 9 a . m .  1_;.M�o;.v�ie:;;s;.;;:;;;;; ;-W;;:::J 
at 4 1 1  Jackson Ave . 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m :  at 3 1 1  Seventh St. 
Immanuel Lutheran Church 
Services to be held at 8: 15 
and 10 :45 a . m .  at 902 
Cleveland Ave . The Lutheran 
Student Fellowship will be held 
at 5 p . m .  
Will Rogers 
"Roxanne . "  Steve Martin and 
Daryl Hannah star in a romantic 
comedy bdsed on the classic tale 
of Cyranno de Bergerac . 
Showtimes: 7 : 15 and 9 : 25 p . m .  
Friday and Saturday, 2 : 15 p . m .  
matinee Saturday and Sunday 
and 7: 15 p . m .  Sunday through 
Thursday at the Will Rogers 
Theatre , 705 Monroe Ave . 
Rated PG . 
Newman Catholic Community "Full Metal Jacket. "  Stanley 
Set'vices to be held at 5 p . m .  Kubrick gives his surreal version 
Saturday, 8 a . m .  and 9 : 30 a . m .  of the Vietnam War. Showtimes: � � � �:; � � � � � � � � � � � � � � * 
* A1 f 1987 * 
* )1( h� EIU TALENT SHOW * � ;;�;�!;)' / TUESDA Y, NO VEMBER 1 0. l} 
l} �/ _ SUBWAY LOUNGE � .  
l} PICK UP YOUR APPLICATIONS IN THE l} l} STUDENT GOV'T OFFICE l} l} OR RESIDENCE HALL DESKS l} 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� 
lagt �nt l!l:a1Jttn 
Friday F·our O'clock Club 
' Complimentary Keg at 4 : 00 . 
rl\�e�ee"t Friday Night <srt �en 
'i(;)IS, C 
ee.r 
· omplimentary Keg 8 : 00 
_$3 A . Y. C. D. TQIF Upstairs $3A . Y. c.- o  
0�Q,� Satu�day· Night · 
�0c; Complimentary Keg 8 : 00 1600 � 
Johnny Ray & The Junkers Blues Upstairs� 
28 ON THE VERGE OF T·H E· WEEKEND 
7 and 9 : 20 p .m .  Friday and 
Saturday, 2 p . m .  matinee Satur­
day and Sunday and 7 p . m .  
Sunday through Thursday . 
Rated PG- 13.  
Time 
· " Dirty Dancing" Patrick 
Swayze portrays a poor dance 
instructor who falls in love with a 
r i c h  · d o c t o r ' s  d a u g h t e r .  
Showtimes : 5 ,  7 : 10 and 9 : 15 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday , 1 and 
3 p . m .  matinee Saturday and 
Sunday and 5 : 10 and 7 : 10 p . m .  
Sunday through Thursday . 
Rated PG- 13.  
. 
p . m .  matinee Saturday and 
Sunday and 5 : 10 and 7 : 20 p . m .  
Sunday through Thursday. 
Rated PG- 13.  
"Fatal Attraction" Michael 
Douglas has a weekend affair 
with Glenn Close and then 
returns to his wife . Close 
becomes a psychopath who 
haunts him . Showtimes: 4:45 ,  
7 : 10 and 9 : 30 p . m .  Friday and 
Saturday matinee , 2 p . m .  
matinee Saturday and Sunday 
and 4:45 and 7 : 10 p . m .  Sunday 
through Thursday. Rated R .  
"Some Kind of  Wonderful . "  A 
close friendship evolves into a 
romantic relationship . "Prince of Darkness . "  A new 
John Carpenter horror movie . 
Showtimes: 5 ,  7 and 9 p . m. Fri- I Music __ -'-_ ... v' I day and Saturday , 2 and 3 p . m .  •-----------"· matinee Saturday and Sunday 
and 5 and 7 p . m .  Sunday 
through Thursday . Rated PG . 
Cinema 
B<1omer's w/a Twist 
"Obsession" will perform at 
Boomer's w/a Twist, 
Lincoln Ave . , 9 p .m.  to 1 
Friday and Benjy and 
Bebops 9 p . m .  to 1 a .m .  
day. 
"Satin Love ," a soft r 
Top 40 duo, will perform 
Charleston Motor Inn, 9 
Lincoln Ave . ,  Friday and 
day from 9 p . m .  to 1 a.  
cover. 
Art director . . . . . . . . Becky 
Verge photo editor . . . Steve 
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
"Like Father, Like Son . "  
Dudley Moore andx son Kirk 
C$lmeron swap minds in a · new 
comedy. Showtimes: 5 :00 ,  7 : 15 
and 9 : 20 p .m.  Friday and Satur­
day , 1 and 3 p . m .  matinee 
Saturday and Sunday and 5 and 
7 : 15 p . m .  Sunday through 
Thursday at Twin City Cinema, 
142 1 Broadway Ave . in Mat­
toon . Rated PG- 13.  
A different kind of chu rch where 
People are special . . .  
People like you 
"The Pick-up Artist . "  A por­
trait of the rake as a young man , 
Robert Downey tries to win Mol­
ly Ringwald's heart. Showtimes: 
5 : 10 ,  7 : 20 and 9 : 15 p . m .  Friday 
and Saturday, 1 : 10 and 3: 10 
Presently meeting at 
CHARLESTON MOTOR I N N  
{L i nco l n  a nd Doug las) 
MORN I N G  S ERVICE 1 0 :30 A.M. 
Delta Sigma P i  5th annua1  
COLLEGE DA'IS I N  . 
A Pa c k a g e  F o r  St u d e n t s  Th a t  L i k e  S k i i n g  Or J u s t  Lo, ·e  A G reat  Time 
$204 without Jan . 3rd thru 9th � 
transportation 
$284 with motorcoach Jan . 2nd thru 1 Oth 
transportation 
"' " U " 1 � "' � " "  b .  
£ C H O  T R 4. \ [ t  l ' C.  
COMPARED TO OTHER SKI AREAS, 
STEAMBOA T IS THE PLA CE TO BE OVER WINTER BREAK. 
FILLED WITH STUDENTS FROM ALL OVER THE NA T10N, 
ITS A GREA T TIME YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS. 
" 
T H E  OFFICIAL "COLLEGE DAYS" PACKAGE INCLUDESo  
- T r a n,po r 1 a 1ion P•< k • g • •  1 n c l ud•  round 1 rip  1 r• n \ p o r 1 • 1 i o n  t o  S t • • m b o • t  
S p n n t t  C o l o u d o  .\10101 co•<h p . c k • t •  ( i f  ., .. ., � l • b l f' I  "i l l  d•p•rt  '·'°"' ., n u r  
c ampu' \\'• u H  1 h •  m o \ l  mod•rn •nd f u l l .,  •qu1ppf'd < o• r h • '  ... .,,W,bl• A" 
p,A<k•t• (if a .. ailabl• I  .... i l l  11'\Clud• ., , . f l •shl\ and mnmr < o•rh i r•n,f•n 10 ., 0 11 1  
a c c ommodari.on' 
- A c c ommoda1ion1 a t  h,.ur\, c ondo,...·n•um� loc •••d t1gh1  '" St•ambo.1 V1ll•t• 
�o't a c c ommod•1ion• 1nc lud• • f1r•pl•< • .  full k 1 1 chfon b.tr < ou n 1 • r  •r••· <Olot 
T\'. Nkon\. . outdoor h••t•d pOOI. •nd ho1 1 ub• • -.R�:::;:; - A •ou,. •nir pholo lill r ick•!  •I Si • .-mbCMI . �··"°. - �, . �� - Full  hmt' lf•"•I  HP• 1 0  t hro" p.lf l ••• •nd l • k •  tood t •r• of \ O U  .....
- A tr••• •c h.,dult- of p • r l 1t>• •"d • c l 1 • l l 't' \ •n c;1••1ftboa1 • • • " ' ' '"" � •• ho1 1 1.1 b  �� "':- \) � , 
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· In Dorm Delivery Special 
Chicken Salad Sandwich 
ew Tr�k series takes old voyage 
Served with 
Lettuce, Tomato, 
Sprouts, Pickle 
& Chips 
Rl DENNIS slightly , in the area of characters . 
editor There are simply too many of 
For many fans ,  there . were them.  
ed feelings when Paramount The original revolved around 
dios announced that "Star· Kirk, Spock and McCoy . The 
k," arguably the most endur-· other characters were in­
television show in history , teresting ,  but secondary . This 
uld return as an all-new show has a ensemble cast , each 
es. one demanding a certain 
The new series would not be amount of screen time per 
same , fans were told . It episode . 
uld be set 100 years after T h e r e i s t o o m u c h 
pt. James T. Kirk and Mr. characterization as 'well; many 
ock started their five-year mis- viewers will be put off by their 
n "to boldly go where no man fantastic qualities .  There are two 
gone before . "  a liens ,  a quarter- Betazoid 
Unfortunately , watching the (whatever that means) with em­
three episodes of "Star Trek- pathic powers , and a Klingon of-
e New Generation , "  there ficer named Worf (a strong social 
the feeling we all had gone comment itself) . · 
Is way before . . . and enjoyed There is also an android nam­
a little bit more the first time ed-Data , who has many of the 
ound.  same qualities found in Spock. 
While "Star Trek-The Next Through his observations of 
eneration" is an entertaining, humans, viewers gain a new 
ell-crafted effort, it is flawed perspective on themselves.  
mpared to the ·gem that was All this leaves the two lead 
e original series .  characters , · Capt . Jean-Luc 
"T rekkies" from way back will Picard and First Officer William 
d this a hard admission to Ryker , seeming somewhat bor­
ake . Most wanted this version ing . How different than the first 
be as good as the first, with series, where the Kirk-Spock­
xciting action , interesting McCoy triangle provided the 
aracters and a touch of social basis for the show's drama, ac-
mment . tion and humor. 
The show isn't short on action · Considering the popularity of 
r social commentary . Much like the first program , it is impossible 
e first, a good balance is held not to compare the two ,  
tween the two .  Too much ac- however unfair it might seem . 
n would result in another This version is riding . on the 
tar Wars , "  or even worse , popularity of the first, and to 
ost in Space . "  something other than a sequel , it 
Too much social commentary must be held to a higher stan­
ns the risk . of attracting only dard . 
ose who agree and will not People who have never seen 
hanging anyone's minq . the first show will enjoy "Star 
This show fails, however Trek-The Next Generation . '" 
������������������� .1 .D.S. -AN OPEN FORUM 
· · AIDS will touch us all in this decade. 
' Come and' hear· up-to-d�te, dcc�rate 
information.bn this issue. - · 
Cathie Reynolds, Coles C(lunty Public. Health Dept. ; 
A panel of .Eastern He�lth C�re Experts:  
Dr. Richard Larso . .  , Dr. Kip McGillard 
" · Dr. Bud Sanders 
Tuesday , October 2i/ , 7 : 00-9 :00 p . m .  
Charleston-Mattoon Rm . ,  University Union 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
LATE NIGHT 
SPECIAL 
99¢ SLICES ' 1 I6 of a large Pizza 
INSIDE STORE OFFER 
1600 Lincoln Ave. 345-3400 
3 4 5 - 2 2 0 0  n;#LR , I;> �-"�· ... ...,___� 
"'/,. TWIST -
Satu rday Night 
Benj i and the Bebops 
Sp's and 60's Band 
from Decatu r 
Sat. , Oct. 24 
$3 Cover Charge 
Both are g reat dance bands 
come out and party 
Old-time trekkies will like it , but 
not alot . They await the release 
of "Star Trek V" at theaters . 
"Star Trek-The Next Genera­
tion , "  can be seen locally at 1 1  
p . m .  Sunday on WTHI-TV, 
Channel 1 0 ,  in Terre Haute . 
GOOD through Oct. 25 
your choice of bread 
w/a 
Small Drink 
$2.49 
�****************************************************j 
� * i Panther Football � 
� * � * � * � * 
i Saturday, Oc(ober 24 i 
� * 
� 1 :30 : � s . i 
· , · ,NO� a i :1E-f\� \\..\..' a i E.�S "s 1l ,o� I 
! �,sso�T' i 
� s� � 
: Residence Hall Western Barbecue : 
� All residence hal l  students eat free. Other students and gen- : � eral public $2.75. Starts at 1 1  :30 a.m. in tai lgate area. * � * � * � * � * 
i , Live Music Provided by : "G. W. 's '·' : � . . * 
'****************************************************i 
Our Physician Heferral Service is a free, friendly way Sarah 
Bush Lincoln Health Center can help you. 
can our number and we'll help you find the rigl}t doctor, rigl].t awar.. Wl)ether your family needs a personal doctor, or a hfgllly skilled specialiSt We can refer you to a wide variety of 
preferred dcxtors. Near your home or work. 
A doctor interested in seeingJ7ou. · 
If you need a doctor, please raJl our Physician 
Referral Service, weekdays, 7:30am- 4:00pm. 
Helping you _with your healthcare, is our wqy ef being a good neighbor. 
. . 
Physician Referral Service ·t 
- Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center 
East Rt. 1 6  · Mattoon,  Illinois 6 1 9 .3 8  
HMO qf Illinois. Persona/Care HMO and Car/eCarc HMO Provider. 
FRI DAY, O CTO�B�E_R_2_3�, 1_9_8_7����������������������0_N_T_H_E�V_ER_G_E�O_F_T_H_E_W_E_E_K_E_N_D�_3B� 
SHRIMP SALE 
H EA D LESS S H R IM P  (So l d  i n  5-Lb . Box)  
Sm a l l  40-50 , P e r  Lb . ( R eg .  '6 ' 0 )  • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • •  $495 / l b . 
Med i u m  31 -35 Per  Lb . ( Reg .  '7")  . . . . . . . . . . . . $690 / l b .  
· s999 / Extra la rge 1 6-20 Pe r Lb . ( R eg .  ' 1 2 ' 0 )  • . • • • . . . t,b . 
--------------
B l u e  C ra b ,  Red S n a p p e r, W h i t i n g, Gro u p e r  
a n d  Fresh  Oysters  A l so Ava i l a b l e  
L���o��fr�m���!� !!�R! //) · , -.........:. .... . - . CALL NOW TO PLACE OIDEl·345· 1 1 2 1. . · 
() g D Hobbiea 
GOOD LUCK PANTHERS 
• Paperback Books 
� •Art Suppl ies• Paints _& Tools  
•War & Fantasy Games• Balsa Wood 
• Coins, Stamps & thei r Accessories 
•HO, N, 0 Trains · 
•Model Rockets, Mi l itary & 
other P lastic Models 
Hours : Daily 1 2 : 30-4 : 30 Sat . 10-4 , 
7 18 Monroe•348-0664 
ST. PAU LI G IRLS $1 
MEET 
THE ST. PAULI GIRL!  
PRIZES, SHIRTS, HATS 
AN D GIVEAWAYS! 
See You At  . . .  
FRI ENDS 
509 Van Buren 1Across Frr;.rn Vlatsr To::.wsr) 
. 
F.or  a G reat P lace . 
To Meet 
After The Game ! · { - � Quiet J .4 . Osta/ . 1tnospf:�,. J ·  
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• earn a 8.S. degree with a major in 
n ursing if you have had at least 
two years of scientific <ind l iberal 
arts foundation - MS and DNSc 
programs also available 
• nationally recognized program 
• large and talent!'d .
faculty 
• completion option for R . N .'s 
Rush University, the academic component of 
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center is a leader 1n health care. 
Rush University 
Make the move Now! 
Appl ications being accepted 
for the Fall of 1988 
1 19  Schweppe-Sprague Hall  
1743 W. Harrison Street 
Chicago, IL 60612 � 
312-942-5099 � 
Name _______________ _ 
Address ______________ _ 
City _______ State ____ Zip __ _ 
BS RN Completion ___ MS ___ DNSe __ _ 
(check one) 
SOME Kl ��D 
OF.WONDERFUL 
Before they could stand together, 
They had to stand alone. 
� . · · · · .  i�5-> . ,.,..r· . OClLf:�::�:::t . . �-..:_-; -
FRI DAY, OCTOBER 2 3  
GRAN D BALLROOM 
6 : 30 & 9 : 00 pm · 
$1 .00 ADMISSION lll���·:••TV 
Ill""' JAYCEES PRESEIT COUITRY RECORDlll ARTIST 
' 
_ IN CONCERT FOR 2 SHOWS SAT. NOV. 7, 1187 
7:00 PM & 9:30 PM 
MATTOON SENIOR 
HIGH SCHOOL 
. ADV. TICKETS: 
$12.00 General Admission 
$14.00 V.l.P. SellS 
TICKETS AT THE DOOR: 
$14.00 General Admission 
$16.50 V.l.P. Seats 
FOR TICICETS CAU. DALY 
t:OO All TO t:OO Pll ... 
215-m1 
114-Dn 
2M4277 
...,. 
OR WRITE:  
JAYCEES SAWYER 
llAOWN CONCERT 
P.O. BOX &M 
MATTOON, UIOS 
11131 
• •  _ ...., ..,....i.:·· � 
DO . TH 
DOG 
.. . 
345-572 1 
.. 
Spuds' latest competition arrives; 
Wombats just want to have fu n -
By STEVE SMITH 
Associate news editor 
Look out Spuds MacKenzie , 
Wombats are on the prowl 
Wednesday and weekend nights 
trying to change that "party 
animal" image . 
"We saw this Spuds MacKen_­
zie thing , so we figured we'd 
made our own , "  said Scott 
Perry , who with his brother, 
Craig , founded Wombats . 
Scott Perry , a senior , said a 
Wombat is a cross between the 
" c l e a n "  i m a g e  of S p u d s  
MacKenzie a n d  the party image 
of Spiccoli , the surfer character 
in the movie Fast · Times at 
Ridgemont Hig h .  "Wombats like 
to have fun , "  he said . 
The party begins at about 8 : 30 
p . m .  behind Friends & C o . , 509 
'v an Buren Ave . and lasts until  1 
a m .  In that somewhat brief 
period of time this latest party 
orqanization strives to rise above 
and beyond the normal realms 
o• .the term "party . "  
Some activities that testify to 
ths movement included a 
"a uarters ' tournament on open­
ir.g night (Oct.  2) and a goldfish 
eating contest last Wednesday . 
A · 'crazy hat" contest is schedul­
e1 for the near future . 
A 400- watt stereo system and 
a laser l ight (only one) also add 
to the environment .  
'--The goldfish-eating contest 
was a success , Craig Perry , a 
ju nior , said , although he admit­
ted it wasn't much of a contest as 
. n o  official numbers of fish eaten 
were recorded .  "One girl ate five 
(goldfish) , " he said . 
Persons wishing to become of­
ficial card-carrying Wombats 
must meet several stringent re­
quirements .  "You can't spill 
beer ,  you gotta like to play 
-q uarters , and you have to own 
at least one crazy hat , "  Scott 
Perry said . "Generally , you just 
have to like to have a good 
time . "  
Descriptions of the quarters 
tournament prove that tne 
Wombats take their partying 
seriously . One of the Wombat 
DJs,  identified only as - Rack , 
d e scr ibed the tourn a m e n t . 
"There were 1 0  tables . You 
would play until you lost . Once 
you killed a certain amount of 
beer you lost . "  
Rack said the tournament pro-
gressed through two or three 
rounds until one of the between 
40 and 50 contestants got sick . 
"It (the tournament) was fan-
tastic . "  ' 
Estimated crowds of 300 to 
400 people attended the first two 
Wombat parties,  and the word is 
spreading . 
"It's only $ 1  all you can 
drink, '. '  said Eastern graduate 
Kristen Smoot, who traveled to 
Charleston for the Wombat par­
ty . "I 'm very poor ."  
"These are like basement par­
ties in high school , "  said Rack, 
. who added he is an Eastern 
freshman . 
Women are charged $ 1  
between 8:30 p . m . and 9 : 30 
p . m .  Wednesdays , and after 
9: 30 p .  m .  the price is raised to 
$3 be it male or female entering 
the door . On weeke n d s ,  
everyone i s  charged $3,to enter. 
· "Roman's was just on Wednes­
day ; "  Scott Perry said of one of 
Eastern's other "party" organiza­
tions.  "We like to do it (party) on 
Wednesdays and Fridays . "  
Scott Perry said he and his 
brother,  both Downer's Grove 
natives , decided to form the 
Wombats after partying at the 
location for fraternity functions 
several times . "The price was 
right , "  he said . "It's been pretty 
successful . "  
And what are the Wombat 
plans for Parent's Weekend 
(Nov . 7) ] "Kids get in free with 
parent, " Scott Perry said . 
�Tarb le·_� __________ from page 1B . 
Volunteer Progra'm) serve as original prints donated by Nancy 
gallery attendants , and several and Travis Terry , Watts said . 
volunteers comprise committees. Also included in the collection 
which help "the co.ntinuity" of are American Seen� Prints given 
' TAC , Watts said . to TAC by · Mildred Whiting and 
· The fou�·lttees •••. Lynn T•ank , both of whom "'"'" 
._ divided into 1Tf , · . _ _ _  hip ,
_
. socia.I! on faculty aflhe art· department, 
· program and .;' . ·on ,  which Watts said. : .. !.�.,, . . . · 
· helps· in acq . : . --�eces to. the Watts said TAC Elii>es. "� Jof of 
TAC' perm '' · :;. collection ;  c(;> + spon_soring'1 wiib-the art and 
Watts said . �- : , : ;" · · . . · Music departments . .  -:"- · · ', . 
Watts said the permanent col� .· · He said the ·. ar� ' department 
lection is comprised of pieces ac- makes .  "cooperative efforts with 
· quired by the committee as well exhibitions , "  with visiting artists , 
as the work in 'the Paul T .  . workshops eynd films.. · He added 
· Sargent Gallery.. that students · in art edu�ation 
The Paul T. Sargent Gallery often "assist and in some cases 
was located in Booth Library and �ctullay teach the wo�kshops . "  
· before that i n  Old Main and i n  The music department co-
the Fine Arts building ,  according sponsors T A C ' s  C h a mbers 
to its original director. E .  Carl  Music Series ,  and provides some 
Shull . faculty and student recitals,  
Shull  said he acquired pieces Watts said . 
for the collection from all over Watts also said TAC works 
the country in the late '40s.  He with the English department on 
· said that he was able to do that poetry and fictional readings by 
then because it was more affor- students , faculty and visitors 
dable . Watts said TAC sometimes 
Sargent was on fal.ulty at does work with the Office of 
Eastern during the '30s , Shull Coninuing Education . 
sa\d . While Watts is the principal 
]As well as the Paul T. Sargent curator of exhibitions at TAC ,  
G allery , TAC's permanent col- newly hired Donna Meeks is 
lcctton is a lso made up of folk art T AC's curator of education . 
purchased from donations from Meeks , who began working at 
the Charles E .  Merril Trust , TAC on Oct . 1 ,  said she is 
responsib le for " organizing 
educational programs for the 
community . "  She said she works 
with docent voluteers who con-
duct tours . 
· 
Meeks said she, with the aid of 
volunteers , conduct TAC's Fifth 
Grade Art Enrlch�nt field trips, 
which occ1:1r in the fi:til- and · spr- . 
ing, for Charleston stµdents. 
Th_e field trips :are designed 
"basically to · 'give · them ex­
perien'ce with art that they aren't 
getting at school , "  Meeks said . 
The students are given 'tours and 
participate in mini-workshops . · 
Meeks said she is interested in 
workin.g with the community , 
which she defined as Coles 
County �nd nearby counties . 
The community interest in 
TAC has been "fairly positive , "  
Watts said . He mentioned that 
"the striking piece of archi�c­
ture" certainly "stands out on 
campus . "  
Shull , although h e  isn't involv­
ed with TAC , said his initial reac­
tion to the center was "the more 
culture , the better . "  
Meeks , who worked a s  a 
s u bst i tute  art  t e a c h e r  i n  
Milwaukee . a n d  a t  an art 
mueseum there , said the only 
difference she has noticed with 
TAC is th�t it's "a lot smaller . "  
Ch ristian singer to sing in U nion 
Eastern's chapter of Baptist 
Student Ministries will host Gary 
Rand , a Chicago-based Chris­
tian singer at 6 : 30 p . m .  Friday in 
the Union Gallery . 
In the Gallery , located below 
the bowling alley ,  Rand will be 
playing a wide variety of music . 
"It's ( his music) equated to soft 
rock , "  senior Karen Drury said . 
Drury , the assistant program 
director for BSM , said ,  "I think 
he has four or five albums. I 
know of at least three . "  
She· said his latest release is 
"Caught By Su.rprise .4' 
, "We'l l  pay him $400 , "  Drury 
said . ' · H e  usually charges $400 
68 O N  T H E  VERGE O F  THE WEEKEND 
plus travel ,  a n d  he's throwing in 
a free· seminar as wel l . " 
She said the seminar will be at 
1 0  a . m .  Saturday in the Union 
Ballroom . Rand will be discuss­
ing secular music . 
"It's mostly listening to music 
that relates to truth , "  Drury said . 
LADY PANT,HE 
VOLLEYBALL 
Friday 7 : 00 Western 
Saturday 7 :  00 Bradley 
Lantz Gym . 
BE TH ERE ! 
STE' 'E 
MARllN 
IPGI 
COLUMBIA ' PICTURES 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:1 5  • 9:25 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:1 5 PM • 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:1 5  
• I FRl/S�T NITU:OO • (:10 • 9:15  , 
SAT/SUN MATINEES ,:00 • 3:00 
SUN TO tHURS Nnt5:00 .; 7:10 
Like Father 
Like-Son � 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5 • 9:20 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :00 • 3:00 
SUN TO THURS-NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5  
'YOU'LL BE ON THE 
EDGE OF YOURS 
"ONE OF THE MOSf 
GRIPPING, GRABBING, 
CHILLING, ROMANTIC, 
MOVIES IN YEARS..?' 
-Gene Shali� TODAY SJIOW (NBC) 
I n  V i etnam, the wind 
doesn't b l ow, it  sucks. 
Stan l ey 
Kubrick's 
FULL METAL 
JACKET 
[!!] _ F R O M  WARNER BROS " 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 • 9:20 
SAT /SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:00 
The Pick·up 
Artist 
FRI/SAT NITE 4:45 • 7:1 0  • 9:3(} SAT/SUN MATINEES 2:00 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 & 7:1 0  
H ey , Read 
The Dai ly Eastern News ! ! ! !  
"Memorial Day ."  
ted by  a grim 
·UP and whose -
involved in a 
ESPN-Harness Racing 
NIK-Ann Sothern 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
USA-Night Flight 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 27-Tonight 
3 , 2 5-MASH 
1 0-Magnum , P . I .  
1 2-Movie: "Holiday in 
Mexico . "  Romantic capers of 
an ambassador's daughter 
2 5-Friday the 1 3th 
26-Nightline 
30-Night Tracks 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
NIK-I Spy • 
TNN-Nashville Now 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-Fighting Ill ini 
1 0:45 p.m. 
7-Win , Lose, or Draw 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Star Trek 
26-8anford and Son 
CBN-Burns and Allen 
· CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
ESPN-Wrestling 
LIF-Or. Ruth 
USA-Night Flight 
1 1 :1 5  p.m. 
7-Nightline 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 , 27-L..ate Night with David 
Letterman 
1 o-Movie: "Valley Girl . "  
26-PTL Club 
CBN-Best of Groucho 
NIK-Car54 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
7-Nightline 
Midnight 
3�naby Jones 
CBN-Jack Benny 
CNN-Crossfire 
ESPN-Speedweek " 
UF-To be announced 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-New Country 
USA-Movie: "Salsa. " 
SATURDAY 
5:30 p.m. 
3,25-News 
1 0-Charles in Charge 
1 2-Newton's Apple 
CBN-Branded 
CNN-Pinnacle 
ESPN-SCholastic Sports 
America 
NIK-Star Trek 
'wEIU-EIU Connection 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 25-News 
7-Gimme A Break 
1 0, 26-lt's a living 
1 2-L..awrence Welk 
26-lt's a Living 
CBN-Campbells 
CNN-Crossfire 
ESPN-College Football 
Scoreboard 
LIF-Movie: "Jack and Mike . "  
NIK-Rated K:  For Kids By 
Kids 
TNN-Country Kitchen 
USA-New Mike Rammer 
WEIU-lreland: A Television 
History 
6:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Wheel of ·Fortune 
3-9 to 5 
7.-Three's Company 
1 o-Mama's Family 
2�SS Vincennes 
26-8h1f s the Sheriff 
CBN-Butterfly Island 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-College Football 
N IK-Bad News Bears 
TNN-This week in Country 
Music 
7:00 p.m. 
2 , 27-Facts of Life 
3, 25-My Sister Sam 
7,26-0hara 
1 0-Movie: "The Drowning 
Pool . "  
1 2-Movle: "The Littlest 
Horse Thieves. "  
26-Movei: "Ordeal by In­
nocence. "  Mystery. 
CBN-Movie: "Our Very 
Own . "  An adopted teenage 
girt sets out to find her real 
mother. 
CNN-News 
NIK-Rowan & Martin's 
Laugh-in 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry L:ive 
Backstage 
USA-Movie :  "Midnight Offer­
ings . "  
WEIU-Some Call it Jazz 
7:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-2 27 
3 , 25-Everything's Relative 
LIF-Sneak Previews 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 27-Golden Girls 
3 , 2 5-Leg Work 
7-All-Star Gala at Ford's 
Theatre 
1 2-Movie: "The Real Wild 
Wind . "  Salvagers plot ship­
wrecks on the Florida reefs. 
CNN-Showbiz Week 
UF-Oying for Love 
NIK-My Three Sons 
TNN-Great Gatlin Getaway 
WEIU-Best Sellers 
8:30 p.m. 
2 , 27-Amen 
CNN-This week in Japan 
NIK-Donna Reed 
9:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Hunter 
3 ,25-West 57t 
7 , 26-Hotel 
1 0--News 
CBN-Paper Chase 
CNN-News 
LIF-Way Off Broadway 
TNN-Country Kitchen 
USA-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
WEIU-Bergerac 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0--News 
3o-Rigglng for the Amazon 
TNN-Countrycllps 
USA-Ray Bradbury Theater 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3 ,  7 ,25,27-News 
1 0-Hogan's Heroes 
1 2-Fresh Fields 
26-Forgotten Children of .the 
80's 
30--Night Tracks Chart· 
busters 
CBN-John Ankerberg 
CNN-Pinnacle 
ESPN-College Football 
LIF-Lady Blue 
N IK-Mad Movies With The 
L.A. Connection 
WEIU-Sign Off 
USA-Movie: "Another State 
of Mind. " 
1 0:20 p.m. 
7-News -
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-8aturday Night Live 
3-Movie: "The War Between 
Men and Women . "  
1 0-Movie: "Dark Command . "  
1 2-Heimat 
25-Star Search 
CBN-Zola Levitt 
CNN-Sports 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-This week in Country 
M usic 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-News 
11 :00 p.m. 
26-Movie : "The Legend of 
Sleepy ·Hollow. " 
CBN-Music of Compassion 
CNN-News 
LIF-To be announced 
NIK-Self Improvement 
30--Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
1 2-Heimat 
25-Movie: "The Blues 
Brothers. "  
Midnight 
2-America's Top 1 O 
CBN-Hair Trends 
CNN-News 
LIF-To be announced 
NIK-Movie: "Paper Tiger . "  
TNN-Movie:  "The Man from 
Music Mountain . "  
USA-Night Flight 
SUNDAY 
5:30 
3--More Real People 
7-..Stie's the Sheriff 
1 2-Wildlife Safari 
25-News 
26-0ut of this World 
. i :  
AC ROSS 
I Respond to 
stimuli 
6 Record 
10 Anglo-Saxon 
bard 
14 Glacial deposit 
IS High point 
16 Melted 
volcanic rock 
. 1 7 Santa �. 
Calif. 
18 Feline weather 
person? 
20 Political 
felines? 
22 Experts 
23 Network staple 
24 Eliot's 
"cruellest 
• month" 
25 Discriminate 
28 Despotic 
felines? 
31 Thwart 
32 Vt. Revolu­
tionary soldier 
33 Banking 
acronym 
34 Weapon for a 
poilu 
35 Stair part 
36 Indigo plant 
37 Gypsy 
38 Catafalques 
39 Used up 
40 Wealthy 
feline? 
42 Thickets 
43 Cuts 
44 Comedienne 
from James­
town, N.Y. 
45 Tap 
47 Begging 
feline? 
51 Scientific 
feline? 
53 French school 
30--New Leave it to Beaver 
CNN-Inside Business 
UF-Calcium Antagonists 
NIK-Car 54 
_ 6:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-0ur House 
3 ,25-60 Minutes 
7-0isney Movie 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
30-Movie: "Coward of the 
County . "  
WEIU-Dick Powell Theatre 
CBN-Crossbow · 
CNN-News 
ESPN-NFL Primetime 
LIF-AMA Video Cl in ic 
NIK-Mad Movies with the 
L.A. Connection 
USA.:_Riptide 
� 
6:1 0 p.m. 
CNN-One on One 
6:30 p.m. 
CBN-L..ast Frontier 
CNN-Sports 
NIK-Smothers Brothers 
TNN-Automotive Specialty 
_ Magazine 
7 p.m. 
2 , 27-Family Ties 
3 , 25--Murder,  She Wrote 
7 , 2 6-Spencer: For Hire 
1 2-Nature 
WEIU-Blake's 7 
CBN-Paper Chase 
CNN-News 
ESPN-NFL Theatre 
LIF�hysicians' Journal Up­
date 
N IK-Rowan & Martin 's 
.Laugh-in 
TNN-lnside Winston Cup 
USA-New Mike Hammer 
7:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-My Two Dads 
NIK---Mister Ed 
TNN-Hidden Heroes 
54 Eram, eras, 
55 Parish priest 
56 Textile fiber 
57 Seeds 
58 Capsize, with 
"over" 
59 Greek 
porticoes 
DOWN 
I Interpret 
2 Serf of yore 
3 Actor Tamiroff 
4 Chinese feline? 
5 Investigative 
procedures 
6 Ohio political 
family 
7 Mil. addresses 
8 According to 
9 Freed from 
duty 
10 Bulgarian, e.g. 
I I  Feline castle 
mistresses? 
12 Kiln 
13 Golf scores 
19 Star of "Gigi" 
. 21 Beard of grain 
24 Assembly halls 
25 Steep slope 
26 Flynn of films 
27 Feline 
informant? 
28 Warn 
29 Threefold 
30 Seasons 
32 Zones 
35 Horological 
repetition 
36 Feline job­
seeker? 
38 Caribbean 
anchovy 
39 Fusible metal 
alloys 
41 Body suit 
42 Preserve 
44 Asian palm or 
nut 
45 Stage 
46 Persian elf 
47 Female equine 
48 Lake or singer 
49 President of 
Albania 
50 Golfing areas 
52 Hint 
See page 9A for answers 
on ll yuppie couple who settle 
in a quaint New England com· 
munity with a Colonial history 
of witchcraft. 
3 ,25-Movie : "Family Sins . "  
A story about the relationship 
between a sensitive 1 1  -year­
old·boy and his domineering 
father whose favoritism 
toward his younger son sets 
the stage for tragedy. 
1 0-Star Search 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre . 
30-National Geographic Ex­
plorer 
CBN-ln Touch 
CNN-Week In Review 
ESPN-Sport's Top 40 
LIF-Cardiology Update 
NIK-My Three Son 
TNN-Wish You Were Here 
USA-Cover Story 
8:30 p.m. 
LIF-lnternal Medicine Update 
NIK-Donna Reed 
TNN-Performance Plus 
USA-Hollywood Insider 
9:00 p.m. 
1 0-News 
1 2-Mr. Palfrey of 
Westminster. "  
CBN-Changed Lives 
CNN-News 
ESPN-1 987 America's Cup 
Final H ighlights 
LIF-Obstetrics/Gynecology 
Update -
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Motoworld 
USA-Robert Klein 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-INN News 
CBN-Rock Alive 
LIF-Milestones in Medicine 
TNN-America's Horse 
1 0-Tales from the Darkside 
1 2-Fairly Secret Army 
30-Sports Page 
CNN-lnsiLe Business 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
LIF-Orthopaedic Surgery Up­
date 
N IK-Smothers Brothers 
TNN-Aodeo 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-National Geographic 
3-Star Trek 
1 0-Lou Grant 
1 2-Avengers 
2 5-Star Trek: The Next 
2 7-Movie:  "Little Ladies of 
the Night . " A story about the 
world of teenage prostitutes.  
CBN-Ed Young 
CNN-Sports 
LIF-lnternal Medicine U pdate 
N IK-Monkees 
TNN-Celebrity Outdoors 
USA-Discover 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
26-Hawaii Five-0 
CNN-News 
ESPN-NFL Primetime 
LIF-Pediatrics Update 
NIK-Stock Market Video 
TNN-American Sports 
Calvacade 
USA-Go For Your Dreams: 
Cash Flow _ ·  
1 1 :20 p.m. 
7-News 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Weekend with Crook and 
Chase 
3-Nite Cap 
1 0-Movie : "White Heat. " 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Movie: "Bay Coven ."  A 
supernatural story centering 
9:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 7 , 25 ,27-News 
1 2-lllinois Press 
25--Marblehead Manor 
30-World Tommarrow 
CBN-John Osteen 
LIF-Congestive Heart Failure 
Therapy 
NIK-Keys to Success 
I I 
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Boomer's to host area bands 
By JAMES BETZOLD 
Staff writer 
Boomer's with a Twist , 506 
W. Lincoln Ave . , will play host 
to two bands of varying style this 
weekend . 
However , Obsession and 
Benjy and the Be-Bops will both 
have a common goal when they 
hit the stage Friday and Saturday 
nights respectively- to get the 
crowd on their feet and dancing . 
Obsession , a six- member 
C hampaign-based group,  will 
appear from 9 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  
Friday t o  play its brand of Top 
40 rock. 
The group is fronted by two 
fe!'Dale lead singers , Cindy Sum­
mers and Debbie Matahen , so 
most of their set consists of cover 
versions of similarly female­
fronted acts like Heart. Starship 
and Cyndi Lau per , said Harry 
Washburn of Blytham Talent, 
the band's management. 
Washburn said that on stage 
Summers and Matahen not only 
sing , but "they look good , too . "  
"Most of the bands w e  bring 
here are Champaign's best 
bands , "  said Boomers' owner 
Gary Bassett. 
· Washburn ranked Obsession 
as one of the "top 10- 15 bands" 
from the C hampaign area . 
On Saturday,  Charleston 
stage veterans Be.njy and the Be­
Bops will return to play their '50s 
and '60's rock 'n' roll . 
Band · leader John Medley 
estimated his groups set is 
"about three-quarters '60s 
music . "  
Medley said his Decatur-based 
band -has been at Boomer's 
many times.  In addition , the 
four-member group has ap­
peared at Charleston Moose 
Club and the newly-opened Illini 
Club in Mattoon , Medley said . 
Medley looked forward to 
Saturday's performances , which 
will also be from 9 p . m .  to 1 
a . m .  
"It's always a good time , "  
Medley said . 
However , Medley admits that 
the core of his audience is not of 
college-age . 
"The age group we usually see 
is 25 and up , "  Medley said , ad­
ding that the members of the 10-
year-old band are all in their 30s. 
There will be no cover Friday 
for Obsession , and the cover for 
Saturday's Benjy and the Be­
Bops show has not yet been set . 
N-Sync brings show to Ted's 
By KIM MIKUS 
Staff writer 
Students can get "in sync" 
Wednesday night with N-Sync . 
The St .  Louis-based band is 
making its third appearance at 
9 : 30 p . m .  Wednesday at Ted's 
Warehouse , 102 N .  Sixth St . 
· There will be no charge to see 
the band from 8- 1 0  p . m . , said 
owner of the Warehouse Ted 
Bertuca , adding that there will be 
a 50 cent charge for students 
without a coupon . 
The four-man band toured 23 
states , said manager Randy 
Moses , adding that , "every year 
we go out with a fresh show . "  
Steve Hall , 2 1 ,  lead singer 
and bass player f9r N-Sync said 
the band will play "old class rock 
'n '  · r;oll , some blues and 
Aerosmith , Beatles, old Kiss and 
a lot of original stuff, "  and added 
that " it's all danceable . "  
Steve Hardin , 20 , sharing 
lead vocals , guitar and guitar 
synthesizer, also said , "we play a 
lot of our own stuff , "  but added 
that "we are trying to mix this 
show up half our music and half 
well-known stuff . "  
Songs like "Mony, - Mony , "  
and material from bands like Bad 
Company and Steve Miller and 
an original titled , "Will you 
always be mine?" are just a few 
of the selections students will 
hear at Ted's, Hardin said . 
"We get pretty rocked out , 
and then we slow down to satisfy 
everyone's music interests, "  
Hardin said . 
Hall added , "we decided to 
play this type of music because 
people need variety in what they 
listen to , "  Hardin , the brother of 
Bruce Hall . from REO Speed­
wagon said . 
Parent-grand parent transform ation 
By JULIE LEWIS 
News editor 
I'm not real sure when it hap­
pened , but I honestly don't think 
it's going to end . 
Somewhere between the time 
my brother and sister- in-law an­
nounced the big news and .dad 
started whistling 'Rock-a-bye­
Baby , '  the transformation occur­
red . 
Don't get the idea I wasn't ex­
cited about becoming an aunt, 
because my head has swelled 
with pride quite a bit already , but 
nevet in my life have I seen two 
people turn so gushy in such 
short time . 
My friends warned me it was 
inevitable . I should have seen it 
coming. 
My parents ,  the ones who set 
curfews and found ways to 
discipline me,  turned into 
grandparents . 
Comedian Bill Cosby said 
grandparents are just "old peo­
ple trying to get into heaven . "  I 
believe it. 
If that were the criteria for en-. 
trance , my parents would be first 
in line .  
My sister-in- law wasn't but  a 
few months into this pregnancy 
thing when mom was out buying 
"Baby" presents . No, I don't use 
the term "Baby" lightly, because 
that's what they called it long 
before it was even born . 
Our telephone bill escalated 
until we nearly_ owned the 
telephone company. Mom and 
dad called people they hadn't 
seen in 10 years to tell the news 
of "Baby . "  
This small , unborn child was 
beginning to dominate all con­
versations and , let's not forget, 
shopping sprees . 
Yes , "Baby" got his first 
Christmas present almost seven 
months before he was even 
born! 
Then , when he finally arrived , 
it was a great day . The whole 
family was joyous with excite­
ment.  Oh by the way , "Baby" 
became Derrick . __ 
Then ,  just when I thought the 
hoopla was going to subside for 
a while , my not-so-bright brother 
sent the grandparents pictures . 
Now my brother and I got 
along before this , and perhaps 
he didn't intend to cause be 
anguish , but deep down I think . 
he must have been laughing 
when he sealed the envelope . 
It's not so much the fact that 
they liked to show off Derrick's 
pictures , it's the timliness I ques­
tioned . I mean , in .church? at the 
doctor's office? getting gas? 
It got to the point when I saw 
my mom getting out her billfold 
and mouthing those words 
"Have I showed you . . .  " I would 
sneak under the table or slip out 
the back way . 
I guess it all comes with the 
t e r r i t o r y  o f  b e i n g  
grandparents- it's a part of life . 
I could accept all of these 
things good naturedly , but it was 
one day while all of us kids were 
at home visiting that I realized to 
what extent my parents had 
changed.  
. My nephew had strolled over 
to where my dad was sitting wat­
ching the ballgame . The poor in­
nocent child didn't realize what 
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he was doing when his hand 
reached for my dad's fire chief 
pager. 
As each of us watched Derrick 
set the pager off, our minds 
drifted back to the warnings (and 
near death threats) dad had 
given us if we touched his radio 
equipment . We didn't expect a 
pretty sight. 
But, would you believe that 
same man , now a grandpa , smil­
ed cheerfully , took Derrick in his 
arms and showed him how to 
push the other two buttons on 
the pager. 
Well , you can imagine my sibl­
ings and I picking our chins up 
off the ground.  Dad just 
snickered and said , "What are 
you all looking at?" · 
Mom got into the same act 
when she decided to let Derrick 
play in gooey paste to make 
handprints . This is the same 
woman who got mad at us when 
we tri'ed to finger paint in the liv­
ing room . 
And , I didn't even touch on 
the $70 Teddy Ruxpin they 
bought the kid for his first (ac­
tually second) Christmas pre­
sent . Of course , they couldn't 
get him the bear without buying 
several tapes to go with it . 
Oh well , I guess it's a part of 
life . Parents becorr)e grand­
parents and the kids are left out 
in the cold . Deprivation , it's a 
sad state . 
Where's a person have to go 
to get a little sympathy in this 
world? · 
I think I'l l call my grand­
parents . 
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